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. The wriier,~while empl9yed ~ei~~r a classroom teacher or ~s coordlnator, 
.. 
was made awa~e · of .the confusion existing in . th~ area of ev~luation. in her 
. , .. . . . \ 
mind, many questions neeped a~swering, ir1duding those concerned with how 
teachers evaluate their students and· why th,ey choose the strategi(.!S they do. 
. \ 
' The' purpose of tti'is' study was to examine 'questions such as these but also 
' t . .' ' t -- . . ' 
tot p~o~ress one : s~ further: by . proposin,g. a 'plan to he~p· alievi~t_e ~ proqlcms in 
the area. · · ' 
In order to ,t a~s~ss · practice at a ci~s~~~m level, . the survey C.nted 
_in · Qhapter III. V{a:· 'carried o~t. Data on ·grade four lang~a~e . art~-~~~~h~r~~ 
~ - . ~ 
and the ·strategies they used for student . evalmUio2 were· colled~d. 
. . ' -- ' . . . 
chapter includes a · description and analysis of titi~ .~ata~ 
The 
In · Chapter II . the..:.. writer re.viewed the li!eratp!e p~rtaining to the_ are~ 
, 
of evaluation. The chapter follows the logica~ pattern which' e~erged ,during 
• .·,I :-





the research of ·the material. 
-- ------- -- - --------=---
Th~ first se~t.ion _ ex~mines ~he roo~s of.. ·~v~lua~io~e expoundin~  on 
the test and ·measurement m9vement's influence on its developfuept. .;t,: • 
. 
' ' .. 
The second section . examines ·research· cofcerning program cvaluaf.jon. 
. . 
The writet suggests much information .. can ~e utilized from this .research ·and 
·npplif,ito student eyaluation in the cl~si~8~. · ·.. , . - ~ 
The third· section examines student evaluation . 
.. ~ -
A link iS..:: established 
' . ... . 




. ' ,.\ ' 
This chapter attempts to. provide a picture of what r~search is suggesting 
• • 4 ~ / .,.. , ,i , 
.should be occurring -fn stu~ eval~ation at the· cl~ssroom level~., 
. -"~ . 
... J 
-1 .. .. 
' 
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, . . . - . .. . .. . ' \ 
' ., 
. ~ , . 
Chapter II PresentS "Wh~t should ~ccu;ring in prLicC, ~hile Chapter · 
III provides a .description. of ''what i~"· The final two J;hapfCrs attempt to 
provide. the mean~ by which the "what is" can be conv'C'rted into· the 11What 
- ' ... 
should pe"y • ,. 
Chapter IV presents a lationale for the use ·at inscrvice to effect this 
• 
·'suggested . change. The complexitj. of the change proc~.ss is described ip 
detail. The necessity of giving this proce~s · serious onsidcration. ~en 
,. - ' . 
deveiQpi~g)nservice - is emphasi;ze~. Also, the chapte.r' in tudes a 
1 
discussion 
of .. what ' · consti~utes effective inser.v1ce .. and the importance of agrc~ ... upon 
.. ' ~ ·~;~ . . . . . -,-- ' ' ·. ~ 
time-lines for ·ac~ieving goals. · <' . · · 
. Chapter v· is· · an · inse~ke · plan f6r.: grade . four . la.nguage ~rts ·. teachers, 
. . ' • I 
principals - a~d- p~of~iomil school · boqrd p~rsonnel. The pia~ is co~sideicd 
' . . . /'\ . . . 
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Evaluation can be · a powc;rful' "force; it is ~ssential 
· ·' to improvement in schoOl$. It can also be dangerous 
if misus~d; so glib acceptance of any' activ1ty as 
· eval'uatiye (with the thought" of at worst it wifl" be 
_harm,less) must be avoided (Hayman . and Napier, 1975, 
.P· 129). ~ \ " •. - ., . . . I . ' • - ~· • 
;,. 
·- . . 
. Statement' of the 'Problem ' . 
-·. 
q · ' 'J. i ., • · J,. -- •• 
Teachers pr~eritty w.~rking· in the· school· system are assigned th~ 
. • ..... - "' t -\ . p • \. • 
r~~pq.nsib'ft.ity orevitf.ting_,~ their stud~nts. ~ · ·Ho~ev~r,- lit~l'e • oppo~tu{lity. see'ms 
' J ... , ~. ~ ·~ail able'· for /fhese_' ~'teach~rs . to·. gain. th·e .· kno'Wtedge ·'clnd · ·skiils .n-~cessary. to-
'• .- .. c \ .. ~· . . S.r;, ;. :... , ·. • .. ' 
ac~om.pli;h trlis:i_as~ . . _:'_. ,/.. ' - ;~.-.~~" ~ · ,}·.· ~-§. - • 
•" I j .., / ~.; • 1 \- • , ;; ' ~I' I ' 0 4 ! i 
Teach~r-tf~.i~_i~~ l'lclcs ,~uffi~ient en:tph,~sis Jn the· area of-studcn~ ~valuation, · 
.. - . .•. . . I ;, - ~ 
arid experience in Jl)·e · field is,Aiinited. in its. value to teachers in their attcJDp~s 
' ' • • I ..t \ • ,, .-;: 
- to .beco~e profici~n;;e1?ai~at~is·. , ., .. 
The conce~t af , ~v~~n~tiol} is discussed~~ in· ·great det_~il, in the litcrat~re. 
. . ,.{., ' . . ' . ·. ,., . 
Programs being offered'/ as ~_r~·~~ t~.e ;,school .curriculum refer to evaluation; 
·. 
./ • '. ' ;·(· . • •. - ... ,,!c · : . ;) • . ":'1 
. especiall)! ·in connect~n YJitp . _cou(_~e -~·<;>bj~.ct~es. . H_qw~ver;. little Qf what the· -- -
' . . ' . 
·.··literature h_as to tr ~s advice-t6 .. !lie · ~du~~i~r h~s, •Bparently ~i:~n converted 
into classroom p/actice. . .. , . . _ .· _;.. . _ . · .. · .. , . 
.... · .. gespite a half centuxy of .research. and th~. -d~vclopment · 
· pf sev.eral sophiSticated ' theo·rie~, the - 'tcach'.er's 
/
'classroom · activities. ha.ve b~~n,.· ~~atl\;ely · una(fcctc;d : 
by what_ the Iearnmg theon~t has · to ._say (Jackson,· 
- / 1968, p. 148). . (• ; 
· ~ stat~ment can:· be extended to include the thoughts of any thc~i'ist. 
J 
. . 
Pra9(.e in evaluati'?!' is grounded .in ' fest and ~easu~e~ent. theory . . wh"fch' . . ·. 
ad~ances th'e importance of testing as . die -means of . evaluating students. . .. .··~· ... 
•/ 
I 
/ I • :·' 
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.as· are textbo6ks or plc!ces of · chalk" (p. 19). ~. many instances:'· evaluation 
-~ ' 
and testing are bel~eved ro be synonymous. 
There n~eds to be a . greater unde"rstanding of evaluation developed · 
a~ong those 'who are involved d~ily in the process. 
. . . ".. ~ . 
· · As Hayman and· Napier (1975) st~te: 
4 . : 
• ' · # • • • • 
· . , · Evaluation is ~carried out by ·people' doing their jobs 
. . - by. teachers seekidg. to iniprove learning in their 
·;::. classrooms, by' a~inistrators seeking ·fl JDak~ mont. 
. .' , .... / ' 
' . ' efficie~t d _isions, . and· by rrogram 'dever'ogerl 
: ,~ .seeking t .be _more,· cenain o . the . vallje of "their 
--·- - . produc . . ~I need a. .basic knowledge ·of how (and ·· 
\y~y) ev~Iuatton is pl~nned and conducted .. : (p.- ~3). ..,. 
·· · For {i{~e "te'ache.rs ,·already ·in ~workfor~e, gaining--ibis . "i&qwled~~~:_,~·,,:.' 
J. • I' , ' •• • • · • I •' • ,...,1 • If) : ... ~. "'~ ',\ 
referreq. :to .· by · Hayman and Napier becomes . a · matter of concern lor district 
' ... . .. 
schoo't .boards. lnservice · presehts itself as the ~ost Yi.aole option ·''tor teachers 
. . ' . . . '• 
Who· wish tO develop a greater) un~erstandin! of evaluation ... and it~ r_ole in 
-the classroom. 
In the past,- many have viewed in service as an · inadequate tool for · 
affe-cting change. Days ~lloted -for i~servic~ are ·limited by ··the ·. Depart,!ll~flt , · 
of Education; and .'finances for inservice use are at an all-time; low~ · As well, 
• ·: ' , ! 4 1 
. 
school board personnel _2!ten lack adequatt; tr~ining in_ delivery of effective 
i~~ice.-,m/ are without an understanding of-t~~ ~mplexity of the ch~n8.e --\!\  .- .... .:.' ' 
. p't6cess. . - -
. ..... J 
.. 
\he problem stated simply is that teachers are . be.ing a~ked,,. to perform 
. . 
a tpsk . ~hich t~ey may well be ill-prepared to accom~lish~ ~nd little is being -




. Pumose of the,. Study 
. . . . ) 
- -
' .. 
O'ftentimes educators tend to t?ernoan the problems in 
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• 3. ~ ... ' . 
. ' 
s>ffer qumet:ous. sugge~tiens .as solutions to these problems. . As Ftdlan·' .(1982) 
remarks: 
. ' 
.. . . ' 
There is no shortage ·of recommendations, a~out how· 
the ills 'Of education should be rectified. But the 
. rc;medies ref' n . pie .Jn t~e sky as long as 'oon;tpet.ing - . 
".shoulds:• · fi tt out wathout an under&tandmg of .· ·:.·· ,:;_ 
what.is _(p .. 3 . · ~ _ 
.. - ... "'- . ' . 
-· 
I • • 
' ' I 
' . 
1Jtis wi:.itef attempts to gai~ ·. a piece of t~is ·._''pi~." by first examining. the · .-




.... ·~ . 
. .. . 




: •\. ~~ •• .~> 
~-. ' 
t · I 
, . "what is" and then offer~ng a pos~_ible remedy_. 
.. 
Th~~ purpose ·of the -stuay is · twofold: · ru:st, ·it i~to .. find"' o~t .. ~a~:_Si'a~e 
_... . <:I • h 
. . four· language _·arts teacher~ ~r~ evaluating their studen~;· and secon~, it- is 
... . _ , .. . ·:.~: 'l_ 
"t<? __ p;opo~~~- - :here ne~essa?, . a means ·by, \vhjch school -'boar~ .Pe:sonn;J ~n · ·~ 
attempt to effect change'··in practice at a clas"srooin level. . (.. 
. ~ ·: . 
. . 
.. . . 
· Chapt~r n;_ the ··review of the literature, "provides information necessary· 
• I.. • • • 
·to u~d.erstand th·e. conc~pt ~f evaluation.· . It presents _an hts'iorical. perspective· 
.... 
of jbe. develppment of eValuation. Three aspects are examined . .,sely: · the-
• 0 ' • ' Q. . 
·. lest ·and mersur.ement m~~ement; prograM. evaluatiort_; an~ student -evaluation .. 
;: :<Cha_pt~br II~ &resents the "what is". It is. a description 'bf~ survey 
~ - _.. cogducted ~oncerriing Ute 'evaluatio~ strategies ·of g-~~~e four· language arts 
... 
·-: ·teachers. -De.scri{)tion of the survey and analysis of the data ·are_ suppUed. 
. ~ . . 
~· .... 
... ~hapter IV provides. a rationale for _the creation ·of an ,inservice plan ·to 
prom;t~ ' the . de~elopment of : t~adiers as proficient eval~afors. A discussion 
. ~~ I , • ."': ,. ' , - - ~ • (: ' 
of tl)e difficulty of ~e·cting change in · teachers,~ practices is inCluded. 
• 
t~a~ter v is a . presen~.~tion of . a plan for c in~~rvice, ~ i~' the area -~of 
evaluation, for gr:ide four langu,a'ge 'hits te~chers. 
.L 
. ,. !', 
•. , 
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order to promote an underStanding ·of the evaluation strategies of teachers 
. . 
at all J~vels. 
_.The_ data ~n .. · gr~de four Ja~guage. arts teachers and their evaluation 
· strategies . have been . collected through the use of & q.uestioimaire.__Re'ad.efs 
may consider this a limitation in Jight of the · ~~ssibility of respol\d~ 
. . . 
falsifying any . informa~i'o~ · gi~en. . However, the. .~riter' feeis .that Vlith the 
• - ('. • - # 
lack ~f possibl_e incentives '.fo·r providing mis!eading information, .and with ·ap 
·~I ~ . , ' • ..,. "' • - • ~-
• . . . !t-·· ~0 :~.P~.rc~n~ ~etu~, · _the etctation ·of iece~virrg a._ majorit.r . of valid · info~ation . 
· ·.: . ,' : --- •· · - is a· reasona~le -one!~ · · - .~ 
.... . \~ . .. ~ .. . . 
, '' . 
.- .. ··· ~ 
;i . . ·- . ._ ... 
. • '/ ~ 
• ' ! •, 
I . 
.. / T~ach·~·ci· ·· ~eiurned their . . questionnaires ·. 'ilirough the -coordin~tors, and 
·· . · this··.· m~y be viewed ~s· .·-a · 'liinitatio~:· _- . So~e press~re_ . may have ·beeh ielt 
. • • • t j - · -'-
- ,., , , , , , • ' , I 
.. . . )cnowing informatio~ · was available for perusal ~y district offi~e : person~~l. 
- . ··- . · . - . . ~ . '-
Th~re wa~ . an a~tempt ~0 alleviate . this possible pressure ~ by .emphasizing·· t~e 
use to ~e made of th,data c6llected. o .-/ ... .. :.: 
Th~r~ . are limitations to the ·insetv~ce p~an developed. Three days may 
b~ ·viewed as· ·~n . extravagant · us~ df inservice day; ·for just m1e area of 
: ""' .. . 
-· 
_con~e.rn. Howev.er, coordin~tors must imp res~· upon i~ose> involved the connection 
--
. . ~ • 
which evaluatio~ h.as : to · o!ier areas of. concern, s~ch as teachi~g methodology. · 
. . 
They · m~st emphasize the~ possible effects inservice ' in one. area, such · as 
. . .'\ ... . . 
.. ., 
eva1uati()n, ' may . h~ve·· on other areas of concern. Inservice in evaluation 
must be seen as ~ priori,ty. ,. . .. 





.• For . this plan tQ. be successful, as an initial step in effecting . change in 
• f o - · • ' t ") I • -.lJt....;"' ... _..' 
" 
~ ~ : . . 
. . teacher practices, lf"iifust' be ~dapted to in'divi~~l school bo~rd situations. 
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REVIE~ OF THE LITERATURE" 
. Introduction 
. . 
In order to attempt a well-organized and compn;hcnsive discussio.IJ of 
the historical• development of evaluation, this chapter is divided into three 
. main sections. 
The early beginnings section deals with the influence of the test and 
J measurement 1110Vemept on the ~nitial dev~loptnent of evaluation .. ~ 
. . . 
The se~oicl section includes an exam.inaiiof!_9f the appearancc-;-over a 
• I . ._,( ' ' . 
'short span . of time, of numerous pro~!~m- evaluation r:P'odels. This section 
also presents a· discussion of the development of changing the.orics brought 
' 
- -
to light through educatipnal eval~ation rese_~rch . .. 
The fi~al section attemp.ts to examine stud.ent evaluation. ~ Suifacin~ 
. . - ,. 
throughout-· the-. lite-rature i~. 'the . . obvi~'us contradictio.n betwccit ~wltar 
. . 
.. researchers/educators are suggesting evaluation should be· comprised of ·-ond 
. . . . ~ - - .. . . ~ 
what teachers are in practice doing jn the name of evqluation,. This writer ·,. 
attempts to pr~vide a reason for t~is ~iscrcpancy'. 
\ 
---
evaluation can be traced far b~ck in · history to the times 
when testing_ was becoming popular{ Chines(: offjcials were conducting civil 
service examin~iion~ as ~arly .as 2000 B.C. (Dubois, 19~0. p. 3)." ·The ·examinations 
.'. provi~~d .. a singling-qut vehicle. to allow off~ials : · to . deci~e ~n individuals . 
appropriate· for seiVic~. In~elligence 't.esting became p9pular w'tth. the int~od~cti~n 
of Binet. 




T{le. ·first mention of. Binet's work to the National· I 
Education ASsociation ·was-made at 'the 1909 convention . 
Ju~r- Jwo years later it!_ Committee on ~es.olutions 
gave whole-~.e~rte~ approval to school admassaon and 
v ' : 
. / 
•• 
' . . ' 
... \ ' ', 
,, I'! 
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~ i .· ·· ..
... 
·. 
leaving stancf~uds based on intelligencetesting. A 
veritable deluge of tests. was _pro~uced thereafter 
(Jonrich, 1962, p. 5). ·. · \ 
' 
6 
Educators _were becoming convinced of the usefuln·ess of standardized tests 
. ' -
- ~ to "evaluate" students. · The early part ef· the twentieth century saw much 
attcntio~ ·given to psychological testing. 
In the early 1900's Robert ~orndike, called the 
·father of the educat.ional testing movement, was 
instrumental in convincing educators of the value· of 
measuring human change . (Wo_rthen and Sanders, 
1973, P·. 2) •.. 
Evaluation was this narro":lY focused "measuring of · ~uman change" whose 
, · ~ .. I 
,, prime purpose was to . ·diffetentiate be.tween "gooCJ': and "poor" (refe!"ring to 





·In the early 1900's psychological testing was being used in other areas 
besides education. However, educators as well as others were drawing 
inferences from · what they witnessed and were applying these inferences to 




During World War -I •the psychological testing used ..... 
to select those who could quickJy learn to be 
offh:ers and technical personnel from the two 
million. men ~nlisted i~ the military service . impressed 
. not only .the psychologists .but also · leaders in 
education, business and czivic affairs. Schools,· 
colleges, and large . industrial organi.zations were 
seen as th.e proper-:civ!lian settings f<?r til,~ in.itia!ion 
and 4evelopment of testmg, ahq educatiOnal mStttuttons 
and the p~.rsonnel departments of industrial organizarions 
~ere engaged to sele·ct .a~d ,.tort persons. Si~ce 
tests had .proved useful 1_n selectmg and sortuig 
military personnel, it seemed that · similat tests could 
· be developed fo.r civHian conditiODs, and for children 
and youth as well as young adults (p. 4). . . - ~ . · 
I 
'· . 
Educ~tional · testing thus . gained important status in the<. school environment. 
. . 
Testing and meas1;1rement evolved as a discipline unto itself. · Madaus et · at. 
' ' 
. . 
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Testin~"· The use of test data was expanded from being an assorting vehicle 
J 
to its· being proof of· school, program, or teacncr effectiveness. Madaus ct 
al. (1983) state: 
In the United States the earliest formal attempt 
to evalua~e the performance of. schools took place 
in Boston 1845. This event is important in the 
his~ry of evaluation because it began a long tradition 
of usmg pupil test scores as a principal .source of"data 
to evaluate the effectiveness of a school or instructional -- \ ' 
program (p9 5). ' "--\ \-~ 
ln(~tmati,op gathered from tests and mea~urement ·was now seen in a different. 
m~' threatening light because of its move of emphasis fr.om . . individual 
students to 'programs, schools 31rd administrators. Stufflebeam and Webster 
... ~ \' .. ' 
'>(:J983) explain that: . . 
......_, ' 
Since the 1930's, American education has been 
, inundated with standardized-testing programs. 
Probably every school district in the Un1ted ·States 
has · some type of standardi~~d-testing program, • and, . 
. formerly, many educators have te~:tded to eq1,1ate the · 
results of a standardized-testing program with the. 
information needed to evaluate the qudlity of a -" 
school distoCict, a school, a program, and, in some 
cases, e~~~;_acher (p. lQ);-- _ . 
- --- -;----- .._____ ·-- .. " .... ' . . 
The public became involved. in educational evaluation· as its cry for accountobility 
was heard. . ' 
The cry for accountability in education continued · to 
increase unti.Jt.'.several state departments of education 
began to design state assessment syster:ns · and state 
legislatures began to require reports from .all schools 
on student achievement in subjects such as reading 




Large scale testing programs were put in · place in ·response <to pressure . 
. ~-
___exerted by .the public. Also, Worthen and Sanders (l973) suggest that this 
was the time for massive development of . scflool grading systems - with their 
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The established t~st and measurement movement flourished during a 
time wheri educational research was based on a "scien~ific paradigm". P~tton 
.. 
(1978) provides ~he following definition for the .term "parad.igm": 
A paradigm . is ·a world view,· a general perspective, 
a way or breaking down the complexity of the · real 
. world. As such, paradigms a~e dteply embedde¢' in 
the socialization of. adherents and practioners: · 
paEadtgms tell them what is important, legitimate, 
. and reasonable • .' ~aradigms are also normative, . 
· · telling ·the practitioner what to do without the _ . 
. ( .necessity -of ·long. existent~al or episteniological " 
·cqn.sidera~io~. · ~*· it . is"'-t~is .. aspect of parad.ig~s 
-that .constitutes ·both· \~he1r stiength and · theu 
weakness ..: their strength\ in that ~t makes aCtion 
· possible, their weakness in th~t very. reason for action 
1s 'hidden in · the·. ~nquestioned a.s~umption of the 
· .. para~igm (p. ·203). · ' · · 
' • ' I 
( 
- The world view - of educational research was dominated by scientific 
• 
thought. The - test and measurement ·movement could work qui_te well within 
, :· 
such a context. Quantitative data we~e the meat of~ the movement and --..... 
experimental design. a trus~orthy .framewqrk. 
) . 
Evaluation research . is d_ominated .by the )argely 
unquestio.ned nC:ttural science par-adigm, of hypotheu~ 
deductive methodoiQgy. · · This dominant patadigm \ 
ass~mes quantitative. measurement, experimental design, 
and multi-variate, parametric -statistical analysis to 
be the epitome of ngood" sctence ·(Patton,- 1978; p. 203). ··~:. ' • ' i : 
Educational evaluation research was desirous Qf .. _being con'~idered "good" , , 
' . . 
scienc~ _ a~d the,refore reinforced the. use of scientific methods espouse~ by' those ' 
involved in the test and measu'rement ~ovement. In the following quote, Guba 
(1969). describes the ~ect of this on evaluation: 
First evaluation .was given an instrunie'ntal focus; · 
the science of evaluation was viewed as the science 
of inst.rument develop~ent and . interpretation . . 
Second. \the approach tended to obscu.r~ the fact 
that value.· judgeil)ents are necessar.ily inv9lved. Third, 
evaluation ' .. tended ·to be limited tp 'those variables 
for which the science of measurement had spccessfully· 
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as . "intangibles", a characterization equiyalent 
0
tq 
sar.mg ti]ey couldn't be measured; hence had r:J 




It became apparent to many in the field Of educational research-· (Guba, ~ 
1981; Stake, 1967; Patton, 1980; ~nd others) t'Wt the quafttitativct data and the 
scientific methods used to collect this data were not always yielding pertinent 
information. ·Those :'intangibles" ' referred to by Guba needed to be examine~:­
more closely. It was time that evaluation was to be seen apart fr.9m the 
.:... ,/ 
·'· 
:• test and measurement movement. 
' . 
~-- Tyler, who is of~en referred to as th~ 11father of e~ucational .evaluation11, • • 
- " 
. provided! riew d1rectio~ for" evaluation. Gub~ and Li~coln (1981) suggest thaJ: 
\ . . 
'Until this · time [Tyler's time] evaluation has existed 
· largely for the purpose of making judgements about 
individual\ students in relation to test norms and of 
labell~ng/ students as overachievers, underachievers, 
or "normal" achievers. Tyl~r forged a new dynamic 
· for evaluation, making it the mechanism for continuous 
circular and instructaoilal• improvement. The scope 
of influence for evaluation was thereby greatly 
enlarged (p. S). 
'~· 
'! 
Tyler aided in enlarging the · scope of influence of evaluation by bringing 
• : ~ ·~ I 
-· 
about the differentiation between the concepts of measur~ment and ev luation. ,...-
.. ~ . . 
Tyler made it clear that they were separa~ rroccsses 
with measurement being_ simply one ·o severa 
possible· tactics J.0 be enlisted in support of .evaluaUo 
(Guba_ and Lincoln '1981, p. 5) . 
. - Efforts ~n evaluat;ion ··shifted. f.rom ' the test and 
. ! ~ 
emphasis on 
indiv~dual students and evaluation ~o a focus upon curriculum and evaluation. , 
Madaus et al~ (1983) state that: 
l)ler began by ·conceptualizing a broadened in nov tive 
v1ew of both curriciilum and evaluation. This view 
· saw curriculum as a · set of bro;1dly planned s ho.ol· 
experiences designed and ·i'mplemented "to h'elp.-
-· students achieve bebavioral outcomes· (pp. 8·9). · ' 
, Ev~l':lation was concept';lalized by Tyler as. a co parison 
·.r of an tended outcomes wath actual outcomes (p. 9. "l 
o · · . 
:;· 
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Tyler influenced tho~g,ht on :d~cat~nal objectives and their place in 
programs. Madaus et al. (1983) ~efer to the time period 1930-1945 as the 
I 
"Tyleria_g Age" and they give a .great deal of c/edit to Tyler for initiating 
new thinking fn educational evaluation research. Both defin1'tion and~ purpose 
needed ~to be .. reexamined, so that Stake's ( 1967) observation that "to the 
. . . 
early evaluators. and· to many others, the· countenance of evaluation has been . . · . 
nothing more ~han the adfTiih~tration and normative interpretation of achievement 
" . .. . , ' ~ ' . 
tests11 (pp. 525-526) Would ·no longer ring . true. Ttie ' ·. reexamination of the 
. . 






From ·the late 1950's on an emphasis was given to examining program 
J 
evaluation. Tyler, with his ~.discussions concerning ·objectives, provided a 
• 0 • ~ 
train of thought for researchers to examine . and the American government -
., 
. provided the necessary funds for . the task. 
0 • • • • -
With the launching of the Russian Sp~tni.k I, in 1957, came the pouring 
. :. 
~f federal money into educational p,rograms. Federal aid was made available • 
.. -
through the Title III program (Stufflebeam, 1967, p~ - f26). .·Howtver,- in 19S8 
came the Nahonal pe!ense Act which demanded ~hat fed1~ally fundec! pr~grams · 
~e evaluated (Madaus et al., 1983, p. 12) . 
With the call for evaluation came the realization that evaluatoi]S were 
_, . 
. 
ill-prepared to take on such a task. Stufflebeam (1967) expressed his annoyance 
and disillusionment with the practice of educational evaluation,' especlny in • 
~ 0 • 
terms of what littie had gone on, and he suggested that: 
----- . . ~ 'unwilli_ns Title III evaluator' ·is faced with a 
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.. 
guidance for _.R!a~ning and · conducting the needed 
evaluations (p. 127). 
11 
Evaluators did not know how to condu'ct themselves in .their work and did· 
(!} 
not have thi means of finding out:· The field of educationftJ: research seemed 
' - . , '" 
to have very little to offer in the way of constructive advice. Madaus et al. 
· (1923) state: 
AS a result of growing disquiet with evaluation 
efforts and with ·the consistent negative fiqdings, 
·the professiona~ honorary frat,ernity, .Phi Defta . · 
Kappa set up a Nationai .Study ~ommitt~e on. Evaluation · 
(P.D.K 1917). · · After sui'Veying the .scene, this 
committee concluded · that edu·cational evaluation was 
"seized with a great .. illn~and called for the 
~evelopment :of' new theories and methods, of evaluation 
as well .as new· training programs for evaluatorS' (p. . .... _ .--
14). ., "1':-- " 
• 0. II t 
Madaus et ol. (1983) refer to 1958-1972 ~as the "Ag~ of; .. Expansion".·. , 
~ .... 
During this tiibe researchers in educational .. ev~luation att~·mpted ·to; provi.dc 
'),' ' 
some, "~ew theories afld methods of evaluation". Numerous ·evaluaHon mode-ls--_~~.-. 
' :~ . -~· - . :·... . . .. . 
were developed during this period. As new ' models werf::' 'appear'ing_ ; in' ~the :::'-· 
.. 
li_terature, it was becoming evidenit ~hat the' r influence-· ·of the scien.tific ·'· . 
paradigm on the theories of educational researchers was ·beginning . to ~a11~-. 
,..,.. · ~· .. ~ . ~ ~ . :, ... . 
Questiot.ts were being asked about why 'educational , evaluation· ~hould ·'be ·. 
#- f t • -:,'· . - ' c. '._I •·.; ' .• 
developed exclusively within that framework. Data from evaluatfol1--projects 
; · 
' 
were not being utilized an<t the . exclusive use of ;scienti'fic ~;methods was .one ) ... 
' .. · :, . . ~ - . ,• ., 
element being blamed for ~his lack of us~. ~:- : · -· : · __.. 
· . Some research:ers examined other possi~le m~thq~s of evaluation. 
.•. 
' . 
. ' . ~ 
e_~poused the benef1ts 
:the area 'of ·education. 
·, ~ . 
of using a naturalistic· responsive.·: type Jpf .. ··fvaluation in 
~ ' ... · ': .. . :· . -.. 
~ . ' ~ ~ .~· ::· ~~ " ' . ~ .... ~ . . :., 
. .. 
It • appears that the descriptive methods of 'the i 
histonan or anthropologist. an(j the case study ~: . 
method of ~~p . PSY.Chlatris.t a{e more . 8{)pr~priate . to :·· ·,: ;, ' . 
the ta~k of educataonal . prqg_rarp . eva'u~t~on than the ·. 
.. 
;: -~~) ' · ·· ~~ ·: . . 
'i · ...  
"· 
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.. 
'e!Peri~enfal methods 
.(Provus,. 'l971, p. iii). 
~ ' .. . 
.. 
12' 
of the psychologist or biologist 
- . 
There appeared so be ,ilie.. beginnings of a major shift ...of thought oplerating 
mpre dUt of ·a .naturalist paradipn .rather than tile dominant_ scientific· one.d 
This shift encouraged the use of qualitaiive data such as was described by 
: .· l ,-
Patton (1980): 
..-· 
Qualitative d~ta consist of d,etailed · de:scriptions of 
situations, events, . people, interactions :.-· and observed 
behaviors; dire·ct:, quotations from people· about 'their 
·experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and thoughts, an·d . 
. exce{pts or entire passages · from ___ gocuments, 
correspondence~ recordS, and case histories.. ~ · The 
. detailed descriptions, direct quotations, and case .J, 
.' d<?.cuni~n~ation of. .qualitativC? . measurement are . raw 
~ata from the empmcal ~orla (p. 22). . · 
~- . t ' 
This .-!!raw data11 needed to. be collected I?y working from within the natural· 
~ 
environment: ~ 
·Educational eval~~tion does npt nee~-- th.e' antiseptic 
world of the laboratory but tlie septic world of the 
classroom_ and the s~hoor in order tp provide useful 
data (6iWa, 1969, p. 34) • 
With the new models came the broadening of the definitlon of ~valuation . 
. ,.-/ . \ 
Each '· ·researcher provided' thoughts· on what components were necessary to 
· condQct an evaluation •. <::,.~ -. 
l 
Robert Stake (1967) suggested that bQth description and judgement were 
essen~ial ~n evaltiktion .a'ctiviiies ··tp. 525). H~ s~ated: . 
·':' 
. . 
,, ~ -:: .. ·- : \ 
• • c • 
lt1 is·l a great misfortune· that the best trained evaluators 
have ·been looking at education with a ~icroscope 
rather than a panoramic viewfinder (p. 536) . . 
He attempte~ t9. broaden the scope of evaluation with .the sugg~~t~d emphasis 
' ' ----• ' .. • . I . 
on des~riptiorr ~nd judgement but still kept .~l.osely aligned to scientific 
. -.. ' 
:" - ' • t 1 1 , • • 
methods. with: .·his sugg-~sted countena.~ce model. In the following quote he 
• ,• , VI 
speakS of. the essentials n~cessmy for a ;,formal" evaluation: 
.,/ !. ,;-: e I 
c · 
~",.J I /~\. ' • • ,I 
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Fornial evaluatiou of ed1,1cation is. recognized by • its 
dependence on c1leck-lists, structured visitations by 
peers, controlled comparisons, and standardized 
._testing of st~dents. Some of these techniques have 
:tong histories of successful use. Unfortunately, 
wh.en planrtlbg ap evaluatjon few educators consider 




He suggested .what- should tie includ~d in an evaluation with emphasis on 
( 
''standafcfized~ .testing" ,·a!d- "cont;olled ~omparisoQ~". The influence f' the 
• l I 
test and measuremento~mo ement is quite > 
clear. Guba an4 LincoJli~ Effe~'tjve Eval~ation (198l}Jstate that! ·.•. 
~ . I . 
~ ' . . 
He [Stake] 'continued with \ an emphasis on formal · 
evaluation, and · this · emph~sis tied evaluation even 
.more _cl.osely to the sciefltific para4igm and . its ;; ·· . 
at~~n~~t mea~urement pr~ce~se~ (p. l4)._ . '\.~~~ 
4 . The countenajtce model was closely I linked to · scientific ·methods: however, 
wit~ : t~~ passage : of time Stake appeared to become less · adamant abotit 
' . . 
• .I 
maintain_ing these close ties!~--~ ~~ coined the · term "resp~nsive e~a[~ation" 
which dictated the use of qu_alitative data collected in the natural environ.ment. 
- ... ~ 
He stated that: . 
'• 
The responsive evaluator lets the action · of the 
progrilm stimulate ·evaluative· responses. These he 
collectS and works into some form of illuminative 
n~I@tis)n o.r case study, which .audiences can interpret 
. (6r ffiemselves. So the responsive\ evaluator is 
guided largely by the particular situation (p. 34). 
Observation and feedback are. iinpbrt~nt "throughout the · evaluation, these 
making possible alter~tions_ .in design and methpds i!l__response to th~ audience's 
needs.' There is· a major' shift of emphasis from stake's ~cicntifically oriented 
, - . 







the methods this paradig~ dictates. . .. 
' ~ . 
OJher ~odels appearing in the research have stressed the importance of ·' 
~valuation m providing decisio~-,kOrs with relevant infonnatiorr:· .Stufflebe~t 
J, . .... '. -
. . 
• ~H ' .. 
... , : .. 
A. . . . . . _.;-
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(1973) defined ~valuation as "the process of delineating, obtain'ing and providing 
- -- -· , 
useful -information ·for ju1~ng decision altem_atives" (p. 128). He continued 
I 
on .~o su~est · kee~i~he · follo~ing 
evaluation: 





Evahiation is performed :' in the service of 
decision•making, hence, . it should pr~ide 
information whiCtriSuseful for decision-makers. 
,.... : 
··, . . 
Evaluation is=-· ·a· cyclic;~ . contin_uing · process, 
·and, th~refure, must' b~·. implemented- through 
a systematic program. _;· j .... 
The evaluation proce~s incl~de ~the three 
main steps of delineating, obtaining, and 
providing. These steps provide the basis 
for ~m~thodology of evaluation. _ · · 
-4. Th~ delineating ·and providing steps in the 
evalua~ion . process are interface activities 
requiring collaboration be~en evaluator 
and. decision-maker, while rhe obtainin~ 
step is largely a technical activity which JS 





Stuftlebeam~s Context-Input-ProceSs-Product model broadens the scope of 
evaluation. · He emphasizes the jmportance · of. evaluators · working hand m 
hand with the decision-makers - "collaboration" is essential. This collaboration 
\ ' : 





Evaluation iS' described ~~ - -~ ~!clical ·proce~.s. : ·t 
that undergoes change when necessary. Tins is qui~e a var_tance from 1Jler's ~ 
' ~~· -' : 
aids in the collection of data, 
then used by th~ decision-maker . 
. -~ · 
. .. 
more lin r model where measurement of the attainmen'-9f objectives is at 
.. ) · 
Simila~ities can be seen in the m9dels.:...Offered by Stufflebeam and 
Provus . In the late 1960'§.-.provus introduced his elaborate 'Discrepancy 
~ 
. Model for ·Program Evaluation. . The five stages . delineated in t~e model. were 
Design, . lristallation, . Pr~: Prod~ct,_ Cost and "at each of these stages a · . 
.. 
~ :· . 
•• "' ' ~. :'.:-.. i ~ -~)~,;,;:~: }:...{~, :~·~:t .. ~~'," ) . •-' I -.', .'~. 1(4.' .\. ' • ,, .. -· • , . . . 
-.!, . , . 
· .. 
: ' ~\ ~ ' : , ' 1 I : o 
1 I • 0 
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comparison is made · ~etween·· reality and sqme standard or 'standards. · The 
/ , compariso~ often shows differences between standard ·and realiJy; the dirference 
is called discrepan~y''. (Provus, _1971, p. 46). Provus" emphasized the need for 
.. .j. . .... . ~--~1 .. 
flexibility in evt~ti~n models. ~Co~tjnuous feedback and e'sscr:nial changes 
o t -,vr"" --.. · , ";--; ~ 
' •V£:.,./ " •. , • 
· being made to the evaluation framework were. t<? be both posslble and welcomed. 
. ·one of ~e strengths of' this mo~ei i~ that':il provides 
for midcourse ·correction, so that when we educational· 
navigators find . that we ar~ a d~gree or ~o off 
I cours~ _we ~n ·. cpr~ect. ourselyes ·and b~ more likely. to arnve at our destmatton (Carroll, 1971; p. 6). 
. . 
Evaluation was thus' co~Sider~d~ a process,_ -but -~ proces·~ 
' • I J I .; ';.. ), ' 0> "" • 1 • 
necessary foi: course improvement a~· wei! a's assessment . . bf·'programs. ,; 
. , . . . . ~ ' .. . . ·' ' •: . 
· · . . ·soth·administrators and· researchers· n:u:lst see evaluati.on 
. as a continuou~ infonrtation · management proc~sS'- • 
. , serving program improv:ement . , as well as program 
' assessme~t'purposes .(Pro"Yus,, · l971~ p. 207). 
., 
Another dimension was being add.ed to the· evaluation process·, that of program 
. ,- ' . i~provement. 
Th~ Discz:epancy. Model was appl~uded for. having the _essentials' necessary 
. .. ' i .. \ 
for a . g9od.~orking model: StufQe~~am (l?71) -states: · J 
. . · 
· 'Generally, . I think · th~t . evaluation :designs · should 
encompass the delineatioit of the information to be 
_: collected, t~e ~ea~s . for . coilectin~ . that . infor:rna~io~· 
. and the mea~ - for hel_ping decis1on mak~.rs· ~"' tQ _:· lis~.- · 
that information. · . -I thank Jhat model has ·a one . an 
· ·excellen) job of ~veri~~ :these Ste~.s (p. ~04) . .. 
There was a lot of p~sitive reaction to _the,'. introduction · of the Discrepancy 
. -
-Model. · which po{trayed .. the ·evaluator as b.oth ·a - scientific ~od · naiur~listic 
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inq-.~irer.. Provus. was very ·outspoken. , ab<?ti~ - ~is · · rescrva~i~rfs . 'concerning - the ~ . ·_ 
I ... 0 • ~ • o • t 
0
, #llo, • A ~ 0 , ' 0 
.:use of an experimental design. at ~e outset of 'C!_n .,~vaiuation and· his -belief • · , .· 
in the resulting deti~e pro~am due ,to. this use. · ~rovus (l?7l) s'a~es; :: . . . .. . 
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An eval~ation· that begins with a~xperimental 
·design denies to program staff what iL!l~eds most: 
information that ' can be us~d . to ·make judgements 
. about the ·program· while ··n is in its dynamic stages 
of. growth. Furthermore, the iinJ?OSition of an 
experimental · design in the formulat1ve stage of a 
program inhibits the staffs natural desire to improve 
a · promam OQ "the . basis of experience. Evaluation .. 
· ·· must ·provide administrators and program staff with 
the ' ·information tbey need ' and the fteedom to act 
01,1 the _info~ati?n <p· 11 )~ f\ · . · · · : 
16 
( • - . w \ f 1 'l. - ) 
~rovus Sfre~ses. not using a.n . e~_erime~tal design during the .initial stages .of 
an evaluati~n, tiut he d_oes .~e~ · ~ - pl~ce :f9f its use in the latte.r stages (.Stage 
, , I • .. - .. .: ' . . • . . ~ ... :- , 
r.~: . 
3 and 4). · Stuffl~beam (1971) suggests : that this is . ~ stre'ngth of~ovus' 
- • - P 
t. ,· . · ,! 
' .. 
, 
: .. .model: . . 
. . . - ---
Traditional research design . has: been placed in its 
proper . persp.C?ctive. . Ma~y of us .~'£e c!iticized .the 
use of expenmental{;s'gn .·for· a long· ~une,. : mamly 
because we thoug i~ inappropriate . to "empiQ.y 
experimental desig - in · the . early ' stages .of the 
program.. : . . · I am ~lad to :see : the notion of 
experimental . ~es"ign commg in_. l.ater. .after a 1>rogram 
has been &tabihzed (p. 104). · · . · · ~ 
', ' 
, . .;· . 
The influence o( the ~atur~istic paradigm on Pr~vus~ model is especially 
• • · - •-- r!...J• 
noti~ea_ble . during th~ ini_tial. stages \of. the ev~uadon..- · _ ._Dur!ng ni~ · - ~~:sign . 
.. . . ~. . ~ . . ·. - . . 





' r"' • 0 1 '" I ' ~ , 0 ,' ,. 0 ',I • • , b 
. the pr~gram. -staff'- me~bers set . the des~gn ·a·nci : th·e ~ · ifesign .:· crheri~. '(P!~Vu~~ 
-. ' . '- ' . . . " ' .. ' · . ~971~. p; A'6.)~ .. floweve~, _ fa~lt was" found with tJtis' asp~ct Lot~.h.e" ::ffig~d . be"cau~~ ' . . -. 
, ~ · , ' • ' • • • ' , 0 - , ' • ~ I • ' '.' f> 'I '• I )f · , ... I II 
of· j~ · depen,dence . on members · invol,ved . being ·.-~ able ·. to·· reach,-- a . conseQsus. ·· :... ··  
D(lnald Carr()~l (197t) Ptesc:nte~ ihi~ ~ ~ cOnc:e~ < ~· ; ," ;~ ;· -. _ ·. , ' , ) · · 
;; ~" . i a~, ho~ever~ _.concerne~. a~~~~ tlte · .prQgra~ ~esign .. . ...  ·.. \ 
.. stage, of the mo.del'. . . and thiS ,Idea· of,-_ ~c~1evmg· ~ . . :. · 
. . . . con~ensu~. In . a .d.esi~.~ . · _People can. -~old · v~. str.ong . ~- _ 
feel~l.lgs . about curnculum and · I. . th1ilk- th1s ~~s: one · · · 
· . . 
. \ 
. '. 
-.~lac~'· w~erej · we ~re . ~t · t~es· . _guide~. by gut ·~ l~vel . . . 
fee~angs •. ; J. .wond~r. · ··r we call ach•eve consensus 
~~l~'l~( ~in · .t~e ea~ly st~ge ?~ a · d~si~ (P~ J26)~ . · . ,, 
~ • ' t . ,• • : • • 
.. . 
\ :'· .~· 
. . 
I ' I • • ,' 
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. .. ' ..). 
• .. .. l 
is a point which n~eds to be .e~amined; ·however, its examination 
' 
done Within· the ci>ntext of individual evaluation projects. Provt.ts 
~ . ~ 
has provided the practitio·ner, with a viabie model for possibl~ ll~e. 
• • • d, 
Along with _Provus, )chael S~r,ven was al~o involved in this .cxpansiooist 
J?eriod of program Jevaluation. He closefy examined the place of goal~ in an 
bvali.Jatton .and came to the understanding tha~ ·be ins goal·orierfteq was 
' ~ . 
,. deirimental to the eval~ation activity: o • 
' · 
~ . .,., . - ' 
It•seemed to rne [Scriven], in short, that consideration 
• . • and • .evalua~ion qL goals ' was an I unnecessary 0 but also 
·· contaminating step.- I began to wqtlC'on an altemativ 
app!oach -. simply, the· e~aluation of a~tua!' ·effects 
~gamst (~tcally) . ~ profile of demonstrated .nee in 
this re~ion ·. of . education.· . . . I call this goal-
evatuatJon (Scriven, 1974, p. 35). · . 
Scriven viewed the .stressing of• goals as just another obstacl~ in the wi\y of 
~ 
provi?ing' a pa~oramic view. Working With ·g~als narrowed t~~- eossible ~cope -
of 
1
the ·evaluation. Scriven was · similar to Provus i~ his belier of• the nece~sity 
' • :0 .. ' 







of the possibility for change in . a mddel. The evaluator' must be responsive 
.. ' ' 
. ., ., ' 
-.•. ~
, . 




,,l-:: • . 
. . . 
,., ·: . . . ;. 
\ '71 . ~ ... .: • 
\ . 
to_ the udiences/clients and make ·use ·of qualitative methods in .the gathering 
. -- . . 
• ( of data.· . This goal-free model. was seen 
.models f 'd metho~s. ' _,. 
~s a major br~ak 'from "traditional" . 
.· 
I 
'- Eisner (1983), in his presenfation and discussioh of, e~ucatioQt! 
' 
connoisseurship and· criticism, provides a unique view of the role of educational 
· ' evaluation-; · ·· He, like other writers of this tiine p~riod, felt that evaluation 
practice ~ was far ·too ~ntrenc~d in the ideology · of the earlier testing arid 
. • I 
measurement research and theory; He suggested . that what was of more 
• I I ,. • 
impo~tarice · wa~ t~e artis~.ry ·of the teacher and the place of theory in its -
. ' 
developme·nt. .Eisnet (1983) ·staJes: 
, .. .... 
The refore, what I . believe we need t<;> do with 
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' . . ,_ 
/
. . .retip~ to control and meas.ure practice, but rather 
to enhance whatever artistry the teachet. can achieve. 
Theory, plays a · role·· in the cultivation of artistry 
• 1 ~ but l~ role as not prescriptive-• it is diagnostic (p. 339). · 
. 
18 
The enhancement of tea<:her artistry is a new addliit1n to the:" jfu'fposes of 
evaluation ' already reco,ded in ttie litera'ture. Eis.ner (1983)· stresses the 
. ' . \ .· 
impo~tance of artistry in the •education~l process . and ·the importance of the 
teacher beco~ing a connoisseur. · He states: • , . . 
. . no nor believ~ .. that ~d~~tion as ~ . process is 
.• · Ji~e,ly to· ·be controlled by a ··~et . of ·Jay;~. : .. that ·can btt 
· ti'an'¥'ormed · into a· . prescription or recipe for teaching . 
.1': do ·n.ot' . b_elieve .tha~ ·. we .wil£ ev~r have ·a ".Betcy . 
.. Crocker" theory_ of ·education. ll Teaching· ~s ·an 
actiyity · tha~ . . req~ires· ~rtistry; .\:· s~hooli,ng itself is 8t 
. cultural artifact; and ed~cataon ts . a ·.- proc~ss whose .. 
.fe~tiu~s . ~ay di(fe~ ,fro~. ·· individual · · t~ - _i~dividuat;· 
'. 
.( 
' .. ..~ .... 
, • •t 
, •' . 
.. . 
.~ .... ~· '' .' 
. ., 
h 
. co~tcrxt to context-· (p. 339). , · _ _, , .,... · 
. •' ... 
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•. . . . ' ·· . . 
.· .. ··the ·teacher as ~- connoi~seur will' develop an · appreciation 'for-, the ~xperiences · 
of classroom life: I ' .: 
~ · ' . .. . .:.·. 
·The major . co·ntribution · of evaluation is t0 ·be a 
heightened awareness of the qi~~alities of that . life so 
that teachers and students c:.an .'become more intelligent .,. N . . 
.wit~in it ,(~is~er~ _ 1983~ ·p . .3~. ,,,··. 
0 
' '-' - •• 
Eisner's educational cq~ndisseurship:· has f-a~.partne.r: "educ~!Jonal criticis~" .. . · 
. ' ~ . . . ' 
,._. ':.Jt appears that Ei~ner, ll~e 'many· othe~ . concerned 'witJt...ed~~tiopal evaiua_t~(m . -
. . . ~ .. . . . . : . . t . ' . ' 
··iii the 19.60''> sees the ·. in,tportance ·o~ cfescription, inte~p~etation a~d judgem.t:nt 
·in . ttie . world. of e~ucati;n. · E~sne~ .-sp~ab-· in ·t~ims .'of. ~he. e·ducati(?n~l criti.<; 
• ' 
0 
• ~ , .- ~ ' r • ; I • - • I ~ ~ ... , I ' 
· , . doing , th~se jobs ·while · othe.rs. su~h as ~ Scriven , (1974),. -Stufflel{(am (l971), 
. Provus (1971) ·have ~ugge·si~d t~~ abo~ ·three actl~i~i~~ as. the job ·•otfue ·progtam 
• • • • 




. ' , 
. n~ task ,of the ;critic ·. is not si~ply 1~on~ · · of . being a · 
·natural observer (an imJ>Q~s.il)le . RPSition in any· 
case), . nor :is it one ·. of. . ~isinterested il\t~fllretation. 
The critic . uses . what he · or . s\e. sees ·· arid mterptets 
i~ in order .to arrive .·at· s.~m~ ~onclusions . ~~~ut . the 
·; 
' . 
' • . 
,· . 
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i~:~':).' of eduCafnal i>J.actice 9,nd its impiov~,me1,1t ; . 
The job of educational o-iticism is .to deScribe, _ . interpret · and judge,· a11d 
by so doing it provides · necess~~ ,inf~rm~tio_n_~o _ 4es~n:-m~kcrs .(Eisner, 
1983). This providing of info~ation to ,decision-make~~s'. an' aspect oJ 
. ~ 
Eisner's theory that coincides with 'yocalized thought0on e<1ucational evaluation 
: • • ~ .~. If 
: i ~. :. ~ 
' 
' · 




•t. ~for tha~ ti111e. · ~owever~erally~ Eisner's :tlloug~tS o~ edu¢3Qon~_l connoissc~r- : . ·_ ·" 
~hip :.and~ criti~ism take , the tea de! furtfler a\Yay from the · pr~tec.tion ptovidcd · -. ·· · .. _. ._. 
~ • • • • o • .. • . • .. I ·, 
by' tunnel vis!oh. ·or a~ Stc~ke (19{)7) suggests a '·'microsc~pic view" of cvaluati9n ' '. .. ... ·:' 
·. ' 
• • • j ..... ,... · ~ .., ::. ... ~ ' ... • • • • • •• • • .• ' 
.-· :. into the ·va~f ]a~ds- .,provi(J.etl ' by a e~no,ramic vi~w\ ' . Eisner : beliCVf!S . ~h-at . . •., 
,.· ~ · . '.· 
' . 
.. 
• • • • •• • • • • , • • .. ' • t 
e'ducatToo.al. 'conno.isseufshfp artd driticism have tre~endous potential for 
. . . aiding not only the de"veloprpent . of e$iucational evaluation but :also the 
. · improv~menl ~f ~he .. proeess of educatiqn.·. His views are not emerging from 
a· scientific tradition but from an artistic one (Eisner, 1983, p. 341). .His 
• \ I ' " • • 
·concepts ~f co{npisseurShip a:d· c;iticism ·h~ve_ p~vided. th~ ~eader of educat,io~al 
evaluation res¢arch wit11 new ways o,f looking at evaluation. . . ... 
' , .. 
. 
From the late 1970's on there was an end to the influx of numerous 
l __ ' . 
. \ 
literature. There appeared~ 
..... , 
~ . . . 
descriptiohs ·or evaluation, models: appearing in . the 
"' . ~ . . . 
. ' j to be a ' settling. down of- the ripples caused by the' injection of gmicrnmcnt . 
' ' . 
' " 
. · .. 
' , . . ... 
funds Into the ~ea of_ .progr~m evaluati~n z and pressu¥s . exerted·-· by ~h~~ ·. · . \ 
·. · . public's -cry for accountability. Writings • in the·. area 6f educatiofial cv;:duatiOrr · " 
. . . 
continued;_ however? the emp.~asis was more . on examining· the make-up an,$1 
. . 
·- . '· .{.. .. . . 
purposes of ·evalu~iion. _1'1ie utility of educational re~earch. was being ~ucstionc~ _ 
. • • . ' . t .' . ' . 
:aS welJ as the lack· of communic'ation betwe.cn the researcher and the ·evalmttor' 
,. 
in the field: · . 
. . 
Guba and· Lincoln tl98~) in the 1~80's empHasize tbe "responsive" evaluator, 
. . 
. . ' 
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.. /J 20 ., 
a nat~~st·i~ design and· · of collecting qual.itatjve data. . The if definition .of 
evaluation fncl,uded its use for ~roviding pertinent information to decision- · 
. . 
makers, but also included was it'S purpose in. making possible the. judging of 
L " .,,_ 1 ° 
• .. • 0 
'- whatever was being evaluated. "We defin~ evaluation as a process for describing 
an evaluand and judging its ·merit and worth" (Guba ~nd, Lincoln, · 1981, p.35). 
' 
The organizer for the responsive evaluation as. seen by Guba and Lincoln 
. . 
' ' 
audiences" (p.~). . ·In · . . ·· (1981) was '-'the · concerns and issues of stakeholding 
order to s'erve these · audiences, ·evaluation must be a continuous and interactive 
, I • ' o ' 
1 
• 
process ' put .. to. ·work within. t~e ·c.ontext' of a na~uralis~ic. paradigin. ·A responsive 
~valuation is stifled when'it is s~t in :a scientific d~sign: 
• - • • ' ~ ' I \ • • - • • t • \. • ' ~ 
Preordinate · d~signs . are . . co.mpie~e~ at the. beginning 
of .an evaluatlorl;' and, ·.mdeed, 1t 1s a maJor ·setbacK 
.. if they have · to. be changed in midstream. In contrast 
. · responsive :designs are· continuously evolving " and 
- rtever ·complete; here it is a major . setback if the · 
~ ·evaluator does·· ·:~t actively work at contin~ous 
design change ~~ a resul~ . of his ev~r-growing 
knowledge and insights (Guba aQd Lincoln, 1981, p. 




This ever-growing kitowledge arid i~sight is. gained by -the-' evaluator's 
beconl':ng submerged in the natural setting. Within· this natural' setJ1ng- the 
· ·ev41l uator . uses ~·metliods that are subjective · and q'uallt<\tive rather r than 
~- ·-- -
quantitative; for example, observations· and hiterviews'~ (~ba and Lincoln, 
J 
1981; p. 31). 
· Communication between evaluator and audience(s) is an important aspec~ 
of. Gu.ba .,and Lincoln's responsive evaluatlon. The validity .of an evaluation is 
., 
dependent upon it. ' ' 
For ·the. responsive ~valua.tw:-. communication with 
his audiences is of the· essence, for th~ dst .meaningful 
test of the validity ·· ~f an evaluation i~ that it 
improves · the audience's. understanding' of the· evaluand 
(Guba and· Lincoln, 1981, p. 32). · , ~-- . 
I 
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The need for scientific "hard" data to compfete a successful evaluation is no 
• 
longer the unqiiesuon'e.d truth. 
Other writers .in t~e . . 1970;s and 1980's complemented Guba's and Lincoln's 
. . 
work. Patton (1981) cQined· the term .. creative evaluation" which placed 
grea't emphasis on what. he cal.l~d "sit~ational responsiven~ss". Each ev~tJaliQ£1 . 
is a. UJllqu-e · situati?n and.' .it is · i~portant to consid~ it as such .. 
(.1981) stated that: ·. · · · ~ · 
. . 
. I 
Creative evaluation involv~s sitmit!orial resp·oJlsiveness, 
metho~ological fl~xibili!y, co.nscious in!lt.ching • ·of 
evaluauon approaches to, the needs and niterests of· 
those with whom we are working and sensitivity to 
t~e uni'{ue constraints ~d possib~lities of particular ~ 
• 
Patton 
c&rcumstances (p.· 2~). · .. . . · · . 
Patton . (f98t)' · pu.ts forth an . ~rgumJu .for a pa~adigm ~ 'of . cHoiCes. 
Within these. cftoices the 'evaluator·. Js · provided with' the. ·possibility of 
, . . 
met~odological flexibility. 'Patton presents an argument for: not s,iding for'"" 
imy . ~rticular method but rather to make use of whichever me,thods . are 
appropriate for the individual evaluation situations. The · -ssibility of choice 
) . . 
of methods is essential , tp Patton's "creative" e~aluator. 
' ' 
and qualitative data have a place if the situaiiol) calls for them 
• 1 • . 
In creative evaluation a par~digm of choices,. 'which 
recognizes a broad • range of viable research methods 
·and ~ approaches, repf~es unquestioning adherence to 
' a · prescribeg.,-set · of disciplinary proce.dures that have · 
. the status . and effect of being a· community paradigm 
. of aceept~ble methods and ideas (Patton, 198!, p.28). 
quantitative 
f 
Not only is choice ot method · importantlo ~reative evalu'ation, but also 
.~ .- . . . 
• ' e ' important is the personality of the evalua~or. . Patton has some concerns 
· ab~~t ·the "humeutness" of the : ~vaiuator. B~low he · descrJtll@s ··~hat m;~y 
. . 
llappen to individuals who become involved in new· situations: · 
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Basically, what appears to happen is that upon 
entering a new situation, we make sense out. of. that 
si~uation (that is ~tegorize . and. label) by focusing 
. on those aspects of the SituatiOn that are most 
familiar to us and . those elements of the situation 
that are most similar to our previous experiences. 
We thus force the new problem or situation to be 
"representative" of things we already know, selectively 
ignoring infonnation and ~vidence that ts unfamiliar• 
or does not fit our stereotypes developed through 
past experiences (Patton, 1981, p. 33). · 
22 
.,......,.,. _ The probability of selectively ignoring information aJ}d evidence that is 
unfamiliar or does nbt fit a stereotype can be detrimental 'to any evaluation. 
-- -
Patton·(1981) believes there is a way of dealing -with- :this· very "human" 
.. \1, s • • 
. 
problem. The mai~ defe~se . evaluators have is . io qecome ~ware of their 
" ' " ~ 
"heuristics"; a term · referring to "all .non~o~qprehensive decision str~tegies, 
., . . ' . 
such· '~ rule of thumb; standattl operating procedures, tricks· of the r,ade, } 
I, • . 
and in. some respects even. scientific .. para'digms" (p. 31).- Evaluators need to 
l 
be more aware of why they see the world as they do. 
Man looks at his world through /transparent patterns • 
or templets which. he creates and then attempts to 
· fit over the realities of whicn the world · is composed. 
. . . Let us give the name constrUcts to these 
patterns. that are tentatively tried on for size 
(Kelly, 1955, pp. 8-9). 
Evaluators need to be aware .of the influence of their "personal constructs" · 
on. _the way they behave. Being awa~e of what aff~cts ways pf thinking can · 
. 
·. . 
open. up other avenues of thought .for · evaluators. This awareness must be 
' present fro!D the ear~y ~eginniqg~ of the evaluation -activity. 
, 
Throughout the consultative process; ·cr~ativc evaluators 
work to maintain an awareness of how ·their own routine 
heuriStics, academic training, and preconceived notipns 
may be limiting their vision and narrowing possibilities 
prematurely. Thus, creative e.valuators ar.e keen 
observers of their ·own actions . ·and influences as 
part .of the ongoing pro~ess of. observi'ng and .s~udying 
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In their writings, Patton (1981) and G~b~ and Lincoln (1981) have 
moved away from presenting- "a model" as the answer t~ proble~s' in the 
world of evaluation. Instead, they have examined closely .evaluation practices 
. -
and the person executing them, the evaluator. They suggest that ~n · order 
for an evaluation · to be of use the evaluator must bo both respQnsive and 
creative. 
. . 
An evaluation must not be a set plan- wh~re change is tonsidcrcd 
• 
negative,' . nor should the "stakeholders" . b~ excluded -from the . initial planning . ./ 
\ ·J 4 ~ • 
_of ·the ~valuation activity. It is essehtial th~t communication li~es ~· between 
; l ;.~· ~- • 
. ·"· .· . 
all parties . be kept open. Evaluation is an "active-re~c~ive-adaptive·~ process,··' 
. ~ ,, . 
~ - ... 
w1th each evaluation being t'reated. as unique." o / · _ ··•· · .,., . , 
• • • r ' \ r 
. The futui~ ·6r:' t~o~~ilt evaluatio·~ remains questionable. i:. Ho~ever, .at 
• 4 1 "' • 
. ·: 
j ' . . ... 
'1. '< • • 
. -... - . 
this .point in time it is clear that there ~as been a ' pronounced sHift of· ..- - .: 
----
..  
einp~asis from a·· dominant' scientific "par~dig~ of thoug_ht with its_ Fall ~o.r 
quantitative data to what Patton (1981) refers to as a paradigm of chOi~e; in , 
r . . 
which both qualitative and quantitative • data and naturalistic and : . .scien'tific _ 
. 
~· . !' { 
. methods have a p!ace. The role of the evatu~tor has· clta~ged from -~ dictator ; 
-to ~ re~ponsive enquirer. 
decades.· _  
The .~i;l" ork has beeq laid f~,' fruitful~c~S'in: ru':e , 
i } ;-)' 
• 





Gathering _ i~form~tion on the students they teach has always' been a 
I ' 
part of ·teachers• routines. 
~ ··.:-. . _· ·~ 
·· The gathering -' of this data :. was, and stilf is 
I ' 
referred .. to as ;. '"evaluation". However, as with program evaluatiQn, definitions 
and theories· of student evaluation have changed over time. 
I ' • 
The development of the concept of student • evaluation was very much 
~ I , • 
. . . . , 
affected by th~ ·philosophy and practi.ces of the test and measurement-mpv~( .. 
. . 
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of quantitative. data such as teacher-made tests was a si_gn of a graded 
system which emphasized the value of end products over the actual processes 
~ ....-.::~ 
experienced in creating those products. Hayman and Napier ( 1975) suggest that: 
A traditional evaluat~on mentality views educatiOQ.# 
as. a series of beginnings and endings in which ma)uf 
outcomes of school are somehow quantifiable and 
packaged in the form of grades, reports, or· other 
product measures (p. 7). • · 
•. 
The purpose of evaluation was seen as the gathering , of information to 
. 
p~oduce these i.•grades, reports,. or other, product measures", and this fostered 
~ a very narrow view Q.f evaluation. 
. . ' - . 
Many classroom teachers have a restricted view of 
evaluation because it has so often been associated with 
the. giving and receiving_ of grades (Hayman and Napier, 
1975~ p. 81). . . . 
The puElic ~'iy· for accountability brought with it an excessive 
.use of standa.rdized and teacher-made 'tests to authenticate teachers' numerical 
judgements of. students' work. .Essentially, evall:l~tion developed into a 
· procedure for testing: / . 4 • " 
.. • Whiie acknowledging _,.t6e ~ontributions of o~r 
predecessors, we must also recognize the limitations 
of past evaluative practices, many of which · were 
· based on th.e idea that learning consists primarily. in 
·,~ the acquisition of facts. · Evaluation was · therefore . 
. _ . limited . . to paper ana pencil tests (Department . of 
Education, 1985, p. 1 ) . 
The limited techniques. _used in evaluation "'ere reflective of the prevalent 
narrow definition· of evaluation as a reporting and grading system for students' 
~ 
.;· "acquisitio~~. of facts". --- .--, 
•• 1 . / I · 
e • 'l' 
Writings ·on evaluatiol\ ~ppeari.,g_ in the literature ··over the past forty 
years 'describe many changes i~ d~finitions and theories in the field . of 
~ . . .. 
, 
evaluation. ;. Similar ·to the separ~tion made between testing and evaluation . 
appareht ~ i~;. the literature beginning with the ~'Tylerian Age", the literature 
I { 
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· now separates'- grading/reporting and evaluation. Evaluation is no longer 
. . . 
port~ayed' as sol~ly a 'te~ting and reporti~g proce~ure . but rather' as a very ·· . .. 
complicated process taking time and o~ganization. . ·The educa,tional authority ~ 
1 • 
of Newfoundland (1985) states that evaluation is: . · 
11 ,_ 
the accumulation of comprehensive evidence concerning 
, the abilities, strengths, and problems of children. 
~ Evaluation is more inclusive than measurement (p. 1). 
. ~ . . 
·· · . 
The porposes of evaluation h~ve been:: · exterided to encomp~ss· di~gn'?.sis -~nd .-· . ;-.. 
' :·. . . . . . ··· ; 
remediati_on for individual students. · Stufflebeam,· at \t~e be~hiiting ... ·o.f the .,.· · .: · ·. 
tl • • • ,"' . . . • . • , • ' . . ~; : p • ' 
·bo~k Educational ·Eval-uation and Decision-Makirl2 · ..:_(1971),. provides ·:.'·readers. ; ... ·~ .: 
• ( ! o ~ \ ' ~ o ' ' J ' : • ' ·, ' ~ I .,.. ' ' 
. ~ , ) . . . . . 
with this thought: ·· ·"The P.urposc o{ ·Evaluatio~ · .Js · N9t to Prove But- ·. to .· . .!-~3 · 
. ·" t\ . . . . .. " ·.: :, . . · ' ·' 
Improve"~ Evaluation is concerned" witW the5 ongoi!![_ assessment o~·· students .:' · 
• ' • ;.~ \ ~ > I : : • • • • 
.with the aim ~ of improving poth studen·t acbieyemen~! ~d· .. ·teachers' .teact~i·~g ,··: 
' ~ ... t ·-.· • . .I i .. ' - ' 
methods. The Newfoundland Departm~nt of Education (1985) lis(s ·the following· 
. . . 
.. ..... 
(>Urposes for evaluation in the language-arts arCJl.! ....:.. 
--Evaluation, then, has three purposes: (1) -to:-dett;rmine 
what needs to be taught to the class as a · . whole 
and to individuals withm the class (on a one-to-one 
or group basis); (2) to provide both a personal focus ' 
for the individualized discussion of student work 
, , ... . 
and the opportunity to encourage and ... rromote 
progress through such conferences; as wel. as to 
provide the opportunity to make both critical analy~is 
of student work and suggestiqns for improvement; '(3) to record and report progress to parents and to the 




Reporting/grading . is now considered ~ of "the p~rposes of evaruation, , 
' ,. 
• but not the ·only one or the most important one. To conduct evaluation as 
.. 
suggested by ·the educational authorities of the province, the evaluator would 
need to be ·very simi!a:e to the individual described by rauon (1981) as the ' 
"active-reactive-adaptive" and "creative" evaluator~ 
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26 . 
Much has ·been written in the literature concerning the purposes of 
----
evaluation . and-tit~ appr~priate methods . to be used during eva.luatio,n activities. 
' - . . 
In· ·the literattire, ey~l~ation f1as progressed and become disentangled from 
~h-~ ·. d,nfusi~~ ~~sed by,_: .i~ id~~tification with the test ·.and measurement 
.. 
move"'e.nt. . However, . in practice, this aoes not . appear to be\ true. 
·. ~rite; agr~es~ with -the_·:. conctu~ion rea.ched .hy John Gdo~lad and Kiem 
... : : - ' ; 
This · 
(1974) 
~' ' -.:.}' .·' .;I ,. :·. 0 · ~ I • 1 i~ ~- s~udy ~f ~7; Ame~ica?,s.clio,ol~o 0 • 0 ,- .;' 
\ ... '·.. . ·Qne conclusi6n stands out .;clearly: maiiy changes we . . ;. 
:·:/ :·'\,·: .. :· ··. _·,·. :· . · . __ :··,~ - hav~ bbcHiev~d ~o b~ -takin
1
'g place if! · shchooling ~dav1e . - . . · • · .... .. pot' · e~n gett.mg ·mto c assrooms; c anges "!• e y (' 
· ·. · · .. ·.. recommended for·. the schools · over the past 15 ·:years 
I , 
~ . . :, · ·· ' : W~re · bl~nted on Schoo) and' classrooin~\door (p! 97). .. • '<. 
• • 0 • • • ' ; (_ . , '~ • : \ . ;t. i" . .. . " ·' :' ~ ~ ·~ ·~? \ · · .~ '. . · .... · · .:: Thi~ ~rit~r.; .w6uld .. cb~nge t,heir . mo:d~t· ·estimate·-of 15 years; to a:· more reasonable 
• , • • ~.. L . ; • . 
.:..---- . ' r ' • .. • -. ;.• • J-
·- • .figure of· 5,0 -years. . .· , . · , 
:·. .. .~ .~ ... . ... . . . ~ .,.. ·. . A . • . . 1 . I ·! 
' ~- . · ·. ·: . . In the. wo~14, of evaluation, · why dop't theory and practice gel? Goodlad 
I ': •, 
.... ... "j 
.-
' 
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an~ ·Kl~i.n.'s foitowing tom~e~t coutd"be: . .Con~iper~d so·mewhat '~of an answer to 
. . the' ~bove .·qu~stion. 
•. . 
' ' Perhaps , the most telling observation apout our 
· . educational .·system is that· the~ is not, · below the 
level of intense ' criticism and endless recommendations 
for,; improyeinent, . • anf effect,ive structure .. by means of O' 
which COuntervailing .Ideas. arid' rjtodels inay be pwri ped 
:. (~n. · and :.d,~veloped to··· becoming real alternatav~s (p. . 
. ~.OO) . . 
, • I ; I . ~ \ . ' • 
. . ., 
.:·. .: .~js .. . lack . ~f "~~~~tiv~ s'ruct~e·~·;-. ~esctioe·~· by GqC?,dla~ · ·and Kl~in is one l · · 
:~~~e~· Jorj · iack ... of' ch~?ge in teacher pr~~ti~~s i~ student: eval:uation. However, . 
~ ~ I I 
this. writer;: believes there is §mother,"·· mqre powerful force, responsible for 
. • ' .; . 1 . ' . ' 
. ~ . ' 
· · the .(ifty·year lilg · between theory ·and praCtice; ~his being what Crocker 
.. , . I / ' ll' . • • , ' ' ..... • I 
"<i?84) )abel~ :.J!s- teachers' · "(~nctionat paradigms". i A teach~r·s:. ~un~onal · 
·:.. 
"a ·na~icular generalized way pf thinking'~ 
. .. . .. 
~' 
· parad_ig~ is· described ·by Crocker _as 
.J ;, - • 
·.· 
out of which teachers oper~te: . 
• '"''::.l+'·"' ' ' I 
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In regard to student evaluation, teachers' "particular. generalized ways 
of thinking" have ~eveloped without the assistance of a strong theoretical 
- . 
background. Teacher education does not provide.,.:. f.or the ~ necessary · training. 
It is quite possible to complete a degree in ed~c~tion ~ithout taking any 
course whose main ·content deals with evaluation as described in the literature 
. ' 
' of recent years-;; Teachers are working from a base of past pe~sonal experience 
as students in the school system or from experience gained ·. through-lheir 
# • 
own , . teaching activities. They . are op~rating ~nder thee influence of . their 
' ·, 
. ------(1981) as "rules of thumb" or ''tricks of the "h.etuistics"· desc.ribed by Patton 
. . 
. . -
trade" or "scientific. paradigms", Generally, .·teachers f!13Y well be·: unawa~e . ~f 
I ~ '·.. .. J • • ' ' • t . • \ 
. the'. heu~ies--which irifluence their behavior. ' Testing and . gradhtglrep9-~irig 
'" . . ... 
have· been the #ditional concept . o~ evaluation and .. -~~ere~ ore ·are still _ often ·, 
accepted as such. O~e 'or the -'~~!n conclusio~s - c)r .. (aoodlad a.nd Klein's-
(1974) study involving 67 Unit~_d . States schools was the .following: 
.. 
The schools and classrooms• of our s~mple, with-9ei'y 
few exceptio~s, were committ~d in actu~l functioning 
if not m mtent, to graded ·e~pectataons, graded· 
standards, graded norms and 'the cf\aracteristics of 
curriculum, material--and instruc;tion that normally 
accompany the well-established. traditional graded 
school (p. 86). · < • • 
.. . 
· It appears that · ed.ucatio.nal ' research has done little. ~ to affect actual · practice 
.. . 
in evaluaiion. Guba (1961) suggests that in .edncation: 
. . : , 
Tite · assumption was biithely made that educational 
research, once published, would ·by some mysterious 
process be turned into :a Ptajtical teaching met~od 
or new curriculum (p. 61). ;· .. . ~ 
· . . Goodlad ·.and . Klein's "~ffective ~tru~ture" . f~tting theory into practic~ ha~ 
not been developed, but the: tremendous need for it is a=nt if there are 
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With the realization that there were . pr~blems in the approaches taken 
to program evaluation, it was appare~t that res~arch in the area was lacking 
and that . this void needed to be filled. The response was an. attempt by . 
r6searchers to fill the void. 
Much of what has been suggested under the name of program evaluation 
.. can quite· . easjly be translated t6 fill the needs of teachers involved in 
student evaluation. However, -before use , can be made of theories and strategies 
· ·~ . 
. . 
suggeste<J, such as .. Guba's :"responsive evaluation" or Patton's "active-reactiv~-
·. · 
adaptive:· process of ·evaluation, theie needs to be a major shift in teachen' 
, "functioned · paradigms". Teache~ mqst que~tion themselves .on why they· act 
as they do- mid examine the "heurjstics•·· which affe~t the way in which .they 
. . 
' 
act. A shift in practice is essential. Teachers · as evaluators need to move 
from of quantitatiye methods, in 
.. 
order to produce .tiarks, to e~aluatinp through an ongoing process 
which respects the use of q~alitati:' ~thods for ..the purpose - of ·assessing 
needs and i~proving education· for ~ndividual students. 
This writer-agrees with 'Jackson (1968) in his statement: . ' 
,·_ · We · [teac)lersl must be prepared and · wil_ling to give 
up many .· o( our comfortable beliefs about what ., 
cfassroom life is all about" (p. 176).. . 
The time for educators to partake in t'meta-evalu~tion" is ~verdu~. 
: 
- ·' 
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SURVEY OF GRADE FOuR LANGUAGE ARTS 
· TEACHERS' EVALUATION PRACTICES 
. t. . 
The literature is inundat~ theories, models, ani! ~trategies in the 
area of evaluation. The Newfoundland Department of Education and school 
district- personnel have developed policy. and suggest¢d ·avenues :open to 
• 
. . 
cla~sroom teachers in their evaluations of students. . ._ However, in order to 
examine more closely what ~ay actually be occurring ar the cla~sroom · level; 
..... . 
a survey· was conducted with grade _four teacb(frs in the province. 
. - ' ., . 
' . 
· · The w~iter. _chose to ... use ;:survey._ m_~thod. ~n , orde~ . to . includ~ a l~rg~· 
number of ·teaChers in ·the ·sample and to gather as_ much . . qualitative data · as 
. . 
possible. This chapter includes an. explanation of how the survey was completed. 
B~th th~ instrument and ~ampli.ng procedure. are described in·. some detaii. A 
.J> • • ~ J "" 
' .-data analysis seCtion is provided. Discussion of results and a · su~mary are 
presented. in the concluding_ section. 
Instrument 
The curriculum area of interest in the study has been that of l~nguage 
~ 
arts. An i~strument wa.s developed · for use with a ' sample of grade four 
. . 
lang':'age· arts teachers. The questionnaire (see · Appendix A) ,was comprised 
of a . list of activities which could be used in a classr6om shua(ion to measure 
student ." growth in. the language arts. • The •list . was . compiled by gat~~~ing 
information· from the Department of Education's booklet Evaruatin2 · LaDi:Ya~ 
t .. ... ...-::::.....-- • 
Arts Pedormance in · the Elementary School. from 'suggestions presented in ·. 
. - . .. . 
Nelson's Teacher's ·Resource B~ok A which accompanies the province's grade . 
' . -
four Iapguage arts prpgram, and from informal conversations with teachers 
v ... • ) 
about strategies presently in us~ in their classrooms. The. ,activities were 
randomly listed ·and teachers \\!ere ·requested to con,~id~r: (1) the · frequency 
.. ,.. 
~ .. 
• • • ~ • • ' t • ' . ,, : ; ..... 
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of use of the activities·· listed for evah,tation, (·2) · the tmportance placed on· 
6 the activity for ongoing evaluation, · arid (3) Jh~. importance of the acJ}vity . in 
\ 
the assigning of final grades.' \ 
6 "• 
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De§crip.tion or Sample and Samplinl Procedure 
. .. .. 
The questionnaire was ad~istered to a, sampre of the proyince•s .graqe 
four teachers. In the. selection of teachers the writer u·s'ed ,the, Department 
- • f • •, . .. ' · ' • 
of · E~ucaUon's 1985-86 statement of enrollment of students~ by. district; 
school, . and "'grade. Teachers. of multi-graded . classes wer-e not includtd in 
. \ -
the study. All sciJool bo~ds in the ptovince · were contacted except those 
with fewer than SO gr~_de 'fo~~ students. · · 
•. \ \ . 
·.The_ tQt~l enrollment of·grade · fol}r students in each distric~ was examined 
and ~he ~umber ~fade four cla~ses was ··calcul~ted by u~ing a formula of 
twenty-five students per class to '. reflect thJi' pot~ntial number · of grade four 
classes. 'Each of the .school diitricts .. re.ceived questionnaires ·for at least half 
. . 
of the pos~ibl~ g~a4e_ fou~eachers. 
"C:,. . ... -- • • ' , 
, 
. The schools to be involv~d ·in th.e study were selected. The on~y"' -
\ ., ... · 
.. ' 
'• 
c,riteria used was 1 that they · have at teast twenty grade four students. This · ... .-· 
\ . 
, . was to ensure that multi-graded classes ~ere not included. . The writer used 
. . 
the alphabetical listing :of schools per distr.ict compiled · by the Department of 
· · Education · to assign· questio11naires to grade four teacheJs in the schools. 
She attempted, where ~possible, -to choose one teacher per· school. Howeve'r, 
· _thi~ proved' difficult . in smali.:isb-icts wliere the nl3joricy .~f elementary ~tudjl'ts • 
attended the· same school. . In cases wbere there were- morC? grad~four . 
I 
te_achets than questiotmair~s designated , for the sch~olr the" t~:C1~er whose · 
surna·me came ·.rrrst 'alphabetically was given the questic;mnaire . 
6 ,· • ' ' ' • • • •• • ~ • ~,· • r.: 
l• . ' ! ; . 
.,. 
_, .. 
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31 
To help-ens~re an adequate return ~f questionna!r:es, the research~~ 
enlisted the aid of district personnei. An initial telephone call was made to 
' each ,district's :•a~guage arts coordinator and ~ach was given a description ·of 
the study and asked for assistance in .the administerin& of the questionnaires. 
~~ordinators agreed to give the_ questionnaires to the appropriate teachers . in 
the . schools designated by' the researcher. In a case where _a multi-graded 
~ . dassroo'm was d~signate_d, coordinators were requested to choose the next suitab~~ 
school lisied. 
• II 
After the writer· wa·&-. assured of cooperation, the .questionnaires were 
sent to the coordinators previously contacted'• at each school board. They 
r_Fceived the necessary number of .ques'tionnaire~, a covering ietter designating 
schopls, a time line· for the retuf!l of. the .questionnaires, and a postage::paid 
' . 
return envelope. · A second telephone call was made to those coordinators· 
whose questiorlnaires· had not been returned by the time of the deadline assigned. 
. . . . -• . 
A tOli:ll of one hundred ninety-six questionnaires were sent to the 
~ . ( .. . 
• # 
province's school districts (appr~ximately'"-h!llf . the numl>er of grade ~ four 




_, ... ... 
\ ..... 
This section provide~ a description of results· of the surv~y. Tables are 
,  ... , I 
·.. ' . 
included tG· illustrate find4Jgs. ~e reader will note that . percentages recorded . 
. ~ ' . -. . 
on the tables ~ay not. always ,....sud& . ...-t~ a precise _100%. The· investigator 
acknowledges thi~ .. ~~eque~~e which is a result of the proc.es~ of rounding 
crff decimal places for subs~~~ ·. 
Demographic information, such ~s -gender~ 4cad~mic q~alifications, and 
7 I l 
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.. :~ .. ,. 
The second section deal~ with the subjectS' ,.respon'ses to.: th~~ 
. . . 
item 
concerning the· ~equency i use of the ·activities lis~e:~ 'f~r student. ev'aiuation. 
. - ' 
The level of importance __ placed. upon tb.ese activities in regard: to ongoin! 
evaluation or to- the assigning of fipal grades, by subject.. is reported in this 
. . 
sect~ion~ Some of the ta~les provide·~ - (see Tables VI and VII) have combined 
• .. • -. - · , ... • • • • .. 0 , 
.. response ca~egories in the hope of pres~nting a ·ciAarer picture of·results. 
. . • ' ) I ·. . .. . • 
' Trends- and re-sponses are noted and discussedJ. in the~ final sect~ons~ 
J . . • • . r . , . +, -. '--. 
' , -~ ' . 






~ f < ' • • "I .,,, o • 4!1 '• 
The first page of the questionnaire·· was designed to ellci~ ~emographlc .. .. . .' . . .. 
• , ~ ... ;"\j''. .. ~ . • I 
I • ' - ~ • ' ' I 
information Qn the subjects.. Tables I a~d II indicate, ·that- the ;_ majority of 
• , _. • I . .,._ . • ""· 
. respondents (78 percent) were Jemale. · · Seventy-~ix p,ercent o~~ the. resporide~ts · 
• •\ I I 
. ...... . .. 
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Elementary . ,. 
:J-Ii_gh School . 






.r • \ 
. . ~ .. . \ . . ' . 
·; ·Many of the subjects had been highly trained academi~ally. . . Ninety-three . · 
., • # • ~· r - . 
. . ._. .. : '~ perce~.t of tea.~h~rs ·had ·obtained at least their fourth grade tea~hing certi~catc. 
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. ' . . ' . ~ . ' . 
had had. at least four years of university training (\ee Table III ·.below). r . 
,. 
'TABLE III I . 
' 






University Tra~ning :: of Subjects 
Teaching Per.ccntagc 
Certificate · · . of. Subjects 
'\ • .. r ... • .. 2% · ., . 
7 ' ~% 7 6% 
6 22%· . • 6 21% .! 
5 45% 5 47% 
4 · \ .. 18% 3 .\ 3%. 
4 19% • 
3 '• 3% I ' 
2 . 5o/a- . 2 · 4% 
.. . 
I .. ~ 
r · 
. 
. ,, . 
, ) .. 
ro . compleme(lt . their: trainjng; many of. th_e subjects. had had . numerous 
' · ~ .. . 
.-. . 
years ·of teaching·~xp~rie!lte~ -- ... 
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Table IV indicates that 87 p~.rcent of the subjects who returned the 
- . ~uestionna~re -had had more than ten years teaching exp~ience and that 96 
' percent · of .the teachers had had at . least eight years. No respondent had 
had less than four years of experience. All of the subjects had ~ad previous 
.exposu~: _ _to grade four students. Forty-one percent ha~ .taught grade four 
"'stu~ents for more , than eight years ·and ~0 "percent had had at least two 
ye~rs of teaching at that level. 




SUBJECI'S' TEACIDNG ~XPERIENCE 
Total Number of Percentage Total Number of Percentage 
Years Teaching of SubJects Years Teaching . of Subjects 
Experience .-- Grade Four 
10+ 87% 
' 10 4% 
9 ~-- s• 41% 
8 4% 8 6% 
7 7 .J% 
6 6 ' 7% 
5 2% 5 10% 
~ 1% 4 10% 
3 -s 8% 
2 2 5% -
1 1 ·. 10% 
, . . 
• In contrast to the teachers' wealth of ~xpcriepce was their la'fk .6f 
' 
• training · in . the/ area of evaluation. Table V below indica~~s responses to the 
. / 
item con~_erning how many courses . the teachers had completed in the area of 
' - .... · ........ 
testing and evaluation. 
. . . 
., 
. . 
-- .. ·~ . . . ' ' _,. . - .... . /. • • • • ~ .. ·~ ~ . ...... . ' .! :. .. 



















. TABLE V 
EVALUATION AND TESTING COURSES COMPLETED 
















Very f~w of the subjects ~ad complete~ three or more cBurses. 





One-half ·of the_ subjects who responded ·had· had only one course or no 
course completed. . fourteen perce~t did . not. .respqnd. . One p~ssible reason . . 
for the high , no-response return could be. confusion as to what constitutes a 
course in -evaluation. 
Data Gathere<bon Frequency of Use of Activities for Eyaluitloo 
'tJ <ijn ~pa!es two and four of the _questionnaire (see Appendix B), subjects 
· provided information col)ceming t~ frequency of use of actiyities for evaluation. 
,Table VI lists those activities used almost alw~ys or· frequently by at least 
· • 5(j· percent of the . respondents. 
It would seem· that some of the suggestions of the Departmept of ' 
Education and ·the Nelson program are being used by a majorlty of teach~rs; 
~ . . . . .. 
The · _high percentage of pse of the w'riting f6lder and t_he student profileD is 
' • . £ 
~dicative .of this. However, tll~ --tendency to rely on the use of pen and 
paper. t~s~ is quite _evident. The majority almost ah~ays or frequently use 
speiHng _ tests, end_ of term testS, and teacher-made quizzes. Even commercia( , 
........ •(:J 
• l _ .. :~j 
-· 
I 
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workbooks are used almost always or fre~ently by more than one·half of 
/ the teachers£ 
TABLE VI 
AGTIVITIES FREQUENTLY ORALMOST ALWAYS USED 
Activity 
' 
Spelling test , 
Teacher~ made cloz~ test 
· Test ( e!ld of term) -:-, 
Writing folder 
Commercial workbooks 
· Qqii (teac;her·made test on a block 
of content) 
. . . .Student profile · 
· Teacher ques1ioning (oral or 
written) 
Teacher' observation during directed 
reading activities ... 
L 












Table · VII lists the activities which at least . 50 ..percent_ of subjects 
-
report as having ·been used hardly ·ever or orily occasionally. 
The act~vities least used appear to be those that ·are more oriented 
towar<ft the i~ividu_al · student r~ther t~an ·toward the class as a whole. 
" · Sixty·one percent -h~dly ever or oce:asionally use the · oral presentation a~ an 
_ activity for evaluation. Furtht;r, the activities that · depend upon a student's 
initiativ~ are also in this category. . The majority of subjec~ hardly ·:ever use 
. I • 
the reading contract with the student and 86 percent h~rdly ever or occasionally 
. . ' 
use a student self-assessment ch~cklist for their evaluation. 
:· 
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AcnVlTIES HARDLY EVER OR OCCASIONALLY USED 
Activity 
Oral presentation by student · 
Teacher-made observation checklist 
Reading .. contract made with student Listenin~ activity using' audio-tapes 
~iscue mventories - oral reading 
tests '· ._ 





Audio-tapes used to record reading 
· · expenences . · 
Standardized reading tests 
Dramatizations of readings 
Percentage of Subjects. 
Hardly Ever or Occa-
















Activities that depend on teachers' writing or recording of events appear 
. . . 
. to be used infrequently. · ·Teachers hardly ev~r or occ~sionally use anecdotal 
records and ~any infrequently, if' at all, use· teacher-made observation checklists. 
·. As we~l as . be~ng a~k~~. to .. state }he frequency .or use of the .a<nivi.ties 
hs.ted on . the. quest10nn~are, subjects_ were asked to rate the · importance of 
. . 
the activity · i!}- ongoing evaluation and in the . assigning of final ~rades (see 
. . & 
_ ____... ... 
• 
Appendix B). .A · scale. of three categories • Not Important, . . lmportadt, Very / 
Impo$nt • was prov~ded for the respondents. "' · .// 
. . ' / 
·.The ~ajo.rity of ~ctivities were considered, by the subjeS}S(/tc;~ be 
imp·ortant in both ongoing evaluation and in the assigning of grades. However, 
· when one examines. the· frequeilcy of use of thes~ activities, it is apparent 
c• : .,.;-· 
tc. .. . 
\ 
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that even though they arc placed. in ~tegories of im.,P~rtant to very important, · 
' . ' 
.~ I 
. - l 
. / 
' . 
"/ ' ' ' I • 
. ;. ' ·.. -
I, ' -
. .. . 
they are ra~ely used. Table VIII lists the activities which fall into this category. : , .. 
... ' 
.. ~ 
Onlyl 37 percen~ of respondents use students' oral presentations to, the 
class for evaluation, even though 77 _percent believe them to be important in 
pngoing evaluation and in the assigning ' of final ' grades. Listening activities 
with· audio-ta.pes:-are · usecJ as evaluation actiyities by only 3.9 percent o( the 
respondents, even though 67 percent of subjects believe ·them to be imp()rta'lt 
.: for us~ in · ong~i-~g ·evaluation· and 61 per~f ·subjects believe . t~e~ _ tb ·be 
important in final grading. The same fnconsi/tency is apparent · in many · pf 
. • 
. . 
. the activities listed: 20 percent of subjects use~ miscue inventories frequently · 
'" -·-1 , , . • 
or · almost 
• 
always, ·even thoug~ 59 p_ercent think them important· in· ongoing 
' .. . 
evaluation and SO 
appears · that even 
~ 
percent believe them to be .. impor~ant 'in final grading. It 
t~ough _the .respondents acknowledg~ the importance of the 
use of these a·ctivities in evaluation and grading, -they ~re using them 
• 
infrequenjly, if at all . 
., ' . 
--- . . There were. only four activities on the questionnaire which were consi~ered 
. ~ , -~ 
. / /... . · · · by JllOre than ~0 . p~r~e~t. of the. responde_nt~ as Jlbt important for ongoing 
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' checklist · 
Group project ; 
Teacher-made doze test 
Listening activitips using 
.. 
.. 
· . audio-ta.pes 
MiScue· inventories - oral 
. • reading tests 
Activities su_ggested in 
-rJ the Networks program 
Writing conference - · 





, Audio-tapes ~d to. record 
reading experience~ of 
r individual students 
. Standardized reading tests 
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. . TABLE ~III 
COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY OF USE OF AcnVI'fv 
. Willi THE DEGREE 0F IMPORTANCE PlACED ON· 
. AcnViTY FOR EVALUATION PURPOSES ·-
, "'· - . .... . 
Percentage of"S_ubjects 




















. . • 
-· .. . Jmpor~anee -~f Activity· 
~in Ongoing Evaluation 
r . 
. .. 
Percentage of Subjects · 
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mportance of Activity 
in the Assigning of 
Final Grades 
Percentage of Subjects · · 
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• TABLE IX 
ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED NOT IMPORTANT FOR EVALUATION 
.. ·. AND GRADING 
Activity 




• Percentage of 
· Subjects Not 
Imp.ortant for 
." Qngoiing Evaluation 
59% 
55% 
Audio-tapes used to re~ord, 
. reading experiences · · 
~ttndardized reading tests .... 
48% 
48% 
· P~centage of · · 
Subjects Not . 
. ·Important for 






Th~se activities are also listed on Table VII as ones ~ardly e~er ~r occasionally 
. 
used by a~ least 80 percent of subjects. Teachers are not using them, and 
they apparently feel the activities are n~t important for evaluation . 
.. 
The responses given tb the' two categories, importance pl~ced on ) an 
activity in ongoing evaluation and the··. importance . place_d on an activity for 
,. . . ' 
_the purpose of providing final grades, were vety similar. There was never 
. 
more than a · 2q perc~nt differ-ence between the number of subjec'ts ~ho felt 
that ··an activi_ty · is i~portant for ongoing evaluati'on and the number of 
subjects who felt an activity i~ _,important lor the assigning of final . grades. 
. . 
In most cases there ·was less than a 10 percent difference. · · 
. 
In the majority of cases, ~vities were considered important in 
. . -·- - --
ongoing ev~Juation they were considered important in the assigning of fina,J · 
grades. _ In some instances i~entical numbers of subjects respon<led to . the 
-- Eighty percent .. ~f subjects . ~elieve a quiz is- · two questions in the same way. 
' . .. 
important in ongoing evaluation,. and 'the same numbers of subjectS"'beJieve a · 
_,_.-... ~-
I ' • ' l .~-~:.:,· .>.~: ;:.:~· :.c.; .;·;.:.; L'~:··l~:·;., .~\ ~J-· , ·.~ ·: ~·. ~· ~~ . ~ ... - .'· : , . ; ·'r. \ • . ;.,, .' · .. : .. ~-~-. . ~ · .. . •' ' .. ' \ . .. · • ' I • I o ,,-,~ ' •0 I o 
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41 () . 
quiz to be important in the ... assigning of grades. Ninety-two percent feel the 
student profile is important for both the assigning of grades and for ongoing 
evaluation. Anecdotal records are considered important for- - ongoing evaluation 
- . --by 56 percent of the subjects, and 50 percent believe them to ~j)nportant 
in th.£: .... assigning of final grades. There appears to . be little differentiation 





!he purpose of the study was to provide a picture of what . is happening 
' . 
at a classroom level in the evaluation of ~~de .four students in the . language 
arts ar~a. 
·Clearly, the· province's schools have a large number of educated and 
experie.I1ced · grade four teachers. However, some q~estions need to be raised 
c.oncerning the appropriateness of the subjec~s· training and experienW'tn: 
./ . 
l.ight · of the evaluation tasks required of teachers in their · daily · routines. 
-
Teachers are constantly expected to evaluate a student's performance, but 
c.. 
' few have had form~l training to pte pare them · to. do so. Only 18 percent of 
the subjects had completed three courses in testing and evaluation~ and 43 '•• 
percent had completed only one course or none at all. Fourteen percent of 
the subjects. provided no response to this -particu.lar item on t~e questionnaire . .' 
This percentage of "rto response" could be viewed as in~icative of the confusion 
surrounding wha( constitutes a course in evaluation. When one scans the 
, calenttar of ·Studies for Memorial University of Newfoundland, which most of 
the subjects have attended. as unciergraduatc;s, it is· clear that there is a 
limi~ed offering· of what even t~e most broadminded educat?r ·mi~ht . 
consider a practica~- methods course in the _evaluation of students. A minimal · ,· 
• 
(f • • loll 
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..r - . 
number of education ... courses have an evaluation component; for example, 
\ 
courses such as Reading in the Elementary Grades or Educational Drama and 
Curriculum .. Otherwise, whe.o· they respof!ded to. t~is parti~lar item on the . . 
que.stionn'aire, , subjects were gen~raily referring to ·courses_ d irect¢d ··more 
. 
towards a test and measurement stance, which might include courses such as. 
Tests· ~nd Measure~ent, Psychology· Test · imd Measurement, or Educational 
. ..._ 
. . 
Assessment. There are no ·courses offered whose main concern ·is the evaluation 
. 
of students either generally or in specific curriculum areas. Apparently our 
well-trained teaching force has spent little time studying how · to evalu~te 
their students, even though many 'of t6eir tasks as teachers depeeti upon 
• 
- . ' their haVing a sound base in the area. 
... 
The activities listed on the questionnaire ~for use in the evaluation of 
--- , 
students in the language arts area were those recommended by the writers of 
the ~rade four .prog_ram Networks and by_the province's autho~ity, the Qepartment 
of Educat~on. The ·activities are meant to .encompass all four major components 
of the la.nguage arts· reading, writing, listening, and speaking. 
~ . 
However, ~ can be seeD-by- scanning_ Tables VI and VII, the most· freq~ently 
used evaluation activities listed are those dealing with traditional tasks of a 
pen and paper nature used especially for end of term reports. A good 
example of this would be the number of tests, described by different names 
• # 
such ~s quizzes, cloze·tests, end of .term tests, being used almost always or 
., 
'~ &eqtrentiy· by SO percent or more of the respondents. 
. . -
Thes·e . various time-consuming tests ·are · administered to measure a 
st~d;r.t!s--abilitY. .In . the ~eading and writing ar~as. The importance of testing 
students is not put .to question by · t~e · researcher; however, the validit)' o~ 
the type and amount· of testing occurring in the nnme of · evaluation i~· the 
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Through· the~ responses on the qtJestionnaire, t~achers h!e c~ressed [heir 
belief that the activities involving the other components of tli{,tanguage ar~ 
. . 
cur.riculum, listening and speaking, activities such as using audio-tapes for. 
dramatizations of readings or oral presentations by -students, arc important; 
ne~ertheless, they do not often make use of them in t~e· evaluation process. ' 
When on~ compares the freque.ncy of use _of activities with the ii]Jp~rtanc_e 
- . 
• ,· • •r • 
placed u~on- these activities in light o~ e~alua~~on by the s_ub~ts, .inconsisten-\ies 
appear _,.(see.. Table VIII). ' Both the Department of Education and _ the grade 
four ~oogram. ~riters recommend the use <?f . these .. activities and teachers 
acknowledge ·their ·own belief in the importance of t~eir use, but t~is does 
· -. not appear to affeo,t practic~ at a classroom .level. -· 
' ... . . 
This writer believes that the· low level ·or expertise_ of the tnajority of 
., ;,-
teachers in the area of e~alua~ ·has had 'a detrimental effect on te~chers' 
~ . . . 
evaluation pract_ices .. What knowledge has bee~' acquired concerning evaluation 
. t . 
,...lias often been limited to a ·teacher's own experi~~es as a student in the 
\ 
sch?ol system, together with· bits of information c~'ted through coursct 
inservice ~essi<;>~ and teachlng experiences, ~.£h of which has been groundell. 
in test. and measurement theory and practice. Evaluation for the purpose of 
diagnosing and remediating and enriching has been left. to the . realm of the 
Special Education teacher or left ·to re~e<IJ!ll teachers who have always seen 
. . 
t~is as part of their jobs . . Testing. and the assigning of -grades has been the· 
. r 
main thrust of evaluation for the average classroom teacher. 
Compounding the problems developing· because of the lack of expertise an 
- , \ - . 
. ' 
the area of evaluation is the time constraint ever-present in the teaching 
field) -The five-hour d~y is sliced into stri~. oLtime supposedly suf~icient to 
. ~ ~ . ) . ~ 
cover what needs to be completed in the numerous curriculum ·areas. With. ~ime 
~ . 
!-· • ••  :~ '.< . ~: ·.'1 : - -·~ .. ;t\ ~· ·'· t . :!--.., '· ,. : . -. ; . - , . . . . ' ~ 
-~ 
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' . ~? 
being parcelled ou~ ..... sparingly,_.!he lea.st .time-consuming activity may well be 
I 
. the most practical. 
time tonsu~ing. 
Many of_ the activities included on the questionnaire are 
~ 
The mert.) mention of using teacher-made checldists for 
individual .studt;nts appears over-whelming to many tea$ers, a~ does the time 
- . 
allot~ent necessary t~ al~ow students the opportunity ~0 partake in different 
.- I _/ 
is the 'ad~inist~ative \pressure. lor pro~cing . 
' ·,' 
for!Ds "f oral language actrties. 
Matched with time constraints 
I - .. 
grades. With t~e .aim of producmg grades, in many I schools students are 
0 I • \ 
~· . ... i 
. P,pected to ·complete end of term and end of year test~ even though in the 
.. 
~~~guage, art$ · ~rea this is. not seen as ,a ·particularl;·. effi~i~nt means to /.. 
' ' . ,J 
measure student growth: In the area of writing, the Department of Education's 
=· guide for teachers, Laoauaie Growth, recomme~ds that students be provi~ed 
with the oppor~unity · of experiencing a · comp.lete· process ~f . pre-writing, 
. . ' 
writing, revising, and editing in the develol_)ing of an end . product befo re it 
. .. .. . 
,-
should be graded. The politics of grading appears to have superseded 
~~mprehensive evaluation practices. 
Sum maO' 
, 
Tit~ results of the surveJ have reinforced the write~·s . belief that evaluation 
at a classroom level is still entrenched · in outdated and often poorly understood ~ 
test and measurement theory. · The writer has presented po~sible reasons for 
. 





p~sj, attempts to affect change in this area h~ve · been minimal. 
t.J • "· · · .,. • I 
evaluation have been · suggested by authorities iq the province 
-· 
and by program writti'S!. ,~Ut this has accompll~hed very. little. ThC surface· 
I . "' . . 
down app~oacll is i!Uufficlent when what is needed · for educato~ out in t~e 
• field is an examination · of the roots of their thinking concerning evaluation. 
.. .. --· 
,:\.)', . . ,, ·' 
~~Jt \ • t 
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Individuals need to consider why they evalu~te. as the~· do. An examination 
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" teachers' methods of eval~ating gr~e four students in the language arts 
area. The information gathered by using the questionnaire suggests that the 
J. t' " I \ 
' I . . • . 
. teacl.lin~/ ..wo~kforce co~sists of. a h~ghly ~rainetl a~. · experie~ccd · group'-of 
professiona!s. . However, upon closQ.~xamination of the r~sults of t~is·. survey 
'"- ' , . . . , . . .. 
the re~der• becom~s attuned to. the •.. ~act that ~ese · people are Jacking the 
~ . . .. 
. . 
necessary c;quipment .~0 compl~te 0 th~ .task of evaluating their . students . 
. Previous te-aching e~~~ience ;~d academic trai_ning ·_. of teach.ers _Rrese~.tly in · 
0 1 0 0 
. the ·.classrooms is ir.1adequate in P.~~viding. the means for _teachers to accomplish 
, 0 • 0 • • 
this essential 'task. ·sawin .(1969) states that: ~ · 
0 • ~ 0 • 
l ' , . 
c. 0 
' Evaluation is ··a· mariy-s'ided process. It is . not 
merely a · matt~r of givi~g an~ ring tests. · Evaluation 
· encompasses every usable techmque .or device available . 
: fqr obtaining · the . info~tion about students . needed 
for p·Ianning and conducting · eft:ective instruction (p . 
. 20). ' l .. 0 0 0 
Teachers in their · classrooms are haViJlg. difficulty · 4ealing with ·ltis "many." 
, 0 
. 
sided process". A~ministering and, scorjng pen flnd 
' . . --- . " 
paper t~sks. appears.~ to 
. consurpe · th~ majority of time alloted for evaluatio~. This is understandable, 
comi~ering the background of those I teachers involved, Thecontent of their 
acade~ic .'train~~ ~ar~ntly 9ori~ists - of'- little relevant .. to the r~al world of 
. .. : i:. 
·~evaluation. · Teaching degtees are a~arded without education · p~~grams having 
placed emphasis on training individuals . to·· evaluate their students. As weH, . 
' teachers have, had . minimal;-if any exposure . to otherfta in . the teachjng world 
-0 J 
-who· would be considered appropriate models of student evaluators. The 
Q . '· . - -4 ... ~ t . . . • • 
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and during their student lives in many cases is of little help to them as . 
evaluators. In light of the.ir traini~g !nd experience, the previous c'u~ators : -·· .:· 
of present day teachers would likely have been even more entrenched in a 
<t 
test and measurement mind·set. 
After entering the profes,~io(' ,teachers work in a very :'isolqted" 
~ . 
environment. · Rarely are they observing 'other te~chers . working jrl classroom . 
&ituations and there(ore · .~ido~, if eve.r. ··are they exposed to the eva I uation 
~ r • ,. ... 
Individuals have their . students, -th~ir classrooms, and 
~ :· . :'· \. : . .. . . 
strategies of· others. 
. ... 
· · their dosed doors. 
It is evident .tha_t teachers alr~ady . .'in the workforce need' to. develop o 
better 'imd.ersta~ding .of the · concept · ~i "evaluation and ;of how . to accOJt':plish . 
.. 
the · task of adequately ~v~uating the~r students. · P 
Applications .or Proaram Evalution 
. Research in t~f student evaluation has been somewhat limited. 
~ 
However, the writer believes that much · of what has been , reported in the 
' ( ' . . 
literature concerning· program evaluation can be extracJeJ!· and _applied to 
studen,~ evaluation to• help teachers. acquire '' a better. understanding of the . 
concept and' the process. There .are similarities between the philosophy of . 
evaluation presented by tho.se concerned with classroom practices and ·by . ' 
. . ' 
those involved in ·the burst . of educatiohai resear~h . in program evalua~ion· 
' . 
conducted over the past farcy years. · In the minds of those described above, . 
ev~luation : has . broadened out to 'enco.mpass more than mere testing and 
' -
reporting purposes. It is considere~-~ · __ C?IJ.!il!l!~Us proce·ss that is basic to 
the imp~ove~ent of life for w~at Gub~ anst. Lincoln (19~Jl. refer to as th~ 
. .. .. 
' #\ - ; 
...;"·· 
. ·. !'eyaluand": the subject of . the evaluation. ~~n.:. _J~ferring to progra~ .. 
·· '; · evaluation, Provus (1971) states that: 
. . ' · .. 
( . 
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I, 
._ . 
<...._.;; ! · 
. . ~ : 
Both· adniiflistrators and rese~rchers inust see eyaluation 
as ·a . conun·uo.tis , information mahageme'nt process 
serving program improvement as well .as program 
assessrne~t purposes. · · 
.48 
~Perro.ne }1977), in the followin~ quot~, ·also emphasizes the im~.prtal)ce of , 
c~ntinuous evalu_ation and its contribution to t_he· growth of ·programs, teachers 
,• 
. , . 
') 
·and children. . 
, :. :, _ M~ft. defiilit~iy, I· ~Q:n~~ opppsf·e:~luation; I con~ider ·. '- .. 
it · b~sic .' .to .-'tlie g~p)Vlh · pt· ·programs, te~ch~rs, . and . 
.. 
· · ·.children. ..-· But evaluation · needs to be embedded in 
_ . the .classroq,ms . . ' It :.·needs to.pe· consonant .with ". 
:· purpos~. . Assessin~· .~liildren's grow:th, for example, .. 
.; . ..as a·n i~te!_lse· ~ actaviti, itnq it shoqld occur · •daily, 
, ~ ·. con~inuously. , It , j~ integr~l . to ev~l}'tl!ing that' goes 
on ~a classroom (p.,•lO). ,.; · ; ; ,.· ~ " 
<. ' ; • 
. . . . . , . . I ., 
ll--~m. a . classroom perspective. 1° of te~clfer as.· ev{iluator~ 
: , ' • I • "" • / • ~ ,~ 
Perrone is 
whereas Provus' perspective enco~pa5ses ·. the l~uger, . doma~n of ~ajbr, program 
' . 
ev~l~ations oftentime~ condUfted by_ ;hired,· tra:ined ·.personriel. . H-owever, both 
stress the !mJ1o.nan~e ~f evaluation ~ ; beirig a · continuol}s . pro~ess with a 
. ' 
muctt broader scope than the testing and reporting of results. 
.. 
... . 
. , Th~ research in pro_gram evaluation has aided in broa_dening the scope _of 
•. .... 
I . 
. . it evaluation. It has accomplished this by examiping the ba~ic reasoni~g behind 
•' I 
_:/ the t~eories and practices in evaluatio~. By so doing, research has produced 
. . 
. . ' 
much food for thought for those educators now in classrooms who are'::.auempting 
. . 
· 'tp evaluate their students, ~ 
.. , . 
Iit.-the:.research, questions have bee·n raised co~cerning lhe adherence of 
m~ny in the field of evaluation to a ·s.cientific paradigm of thought. Guba 
. . "" 
and' Lincoln (f981), ·Patton (1978) ·and ~isner (1983) question the validity of 
. . . ·. , · ' . 
. )' . .-
see~quantitative . research •. as the Qnly adhering .. ·~olely ,·to a mind-ser that 
'•' 
. . . ._ 
r~liable methodology~ 
At best some, social scientists are willing to recognize 
.. that qualitatiye ·methodology may be .usefut ; at . an 
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·research. What t~ey deny is thiil qualitative methodology 
can be a legitimate source •f either data collection. 
syst~mati~ evaluation, or theory construction (Patton, 
1978, p. ~15). . · ·. 
.·~ 
49 
A naturalistic paradigm of thought is offered as an alternative to the 
scientific. This framework accepts the ,validity and essen~iality of qualitative 
data in any evaluation ·situation. Guba and Lincoln (1981) state that: 
. - ,. ... . . 
' .~ 
It is our ·judgement that in the field of behavioral 
science, of which . evaluation is surely a part the 
naturalistic paradigm sl]ould be the paradigm - or 
choice (p. 77). · . · 
Patton (19~1~ends . this coitcept·~ choice f~om decisions .made concerning 
t\yo options to decision~ ~ade in ·\gilt·· of multiple poss·ibi:litics. Below he 
- ~ . -
describes tile, term he :coined "creative evaluation": 
. . . 
~reative eva.luati~n means· working within a framework, 
o.r p~radigm, of multiple p~ssibilities where new.· 
s1tuat1ons are approached Without preconceptions 
about which particular ·methods or appro~aes ought 
to be ap lied. Creati~e- ' evaluation m ans . bemg 
.situationar.y responsive, : metqodo~ogical y ·flexible, 
consciously' committed to matching evaluation approaches 
to· the needs and interests of those with whom one 
is. working, and genuinely sensitiVe to the unique 
constrainfg and ·possibilities of . particular pe.ople and 
circqmstances (p. 67). ~ 
, . 
Ea~h evalu~tion situation is unique; therefore, decisions concerning methodology 
. ... .. . . 
are made in light of this uniqueness. 
i . . • 
I 
The writer· feels' · confident in drawing a parallel betwec;:n wha~ ·bas occurred 
in _ the development of program evalu~tion ptactices·, as . r_cported in the 
' . ~ 
literature, and what has . ·occurred in ~he 1.Ctevel9pment ~f evaluation ·practices 
' ' 
\ . 
at .the classroom level. •. .. .. 
-· A 5cientific paradigm·_ of thought has reigned in the classroom: Teachers, . 
administrators and tfie · public, '' have been concerned with n~mbers and g~ades 
to th.e · detriment of proper evaluation; with ~umbers .. being perceived as the 
. . 
. ' 
~ • ' 
. ' .. . 
· ··:: ., ,_ 
·· ' . 
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50 
content of science and the signal of validity. Educators who view evaluation 
as only a test and number activity are operating, for the most part, ou~ of a 
scientifi~. paradigm o~ thought. 
The alternative paradigm of t~pught, the natur~listic, appears to be more _ 
c 
compatible with the world of education, ·where classroom teachers work with 
students of various capabilities and p.~rsonatities. The data indicative of . this 
! "' . . )/ 
p~radigm of ·. thought are _qualitative, which include information collected · · 
. . 
through interviews, proje~ts, speeches, observation checkiists an~ other · 
e!ctivitie~. ·Teachers nr~ able to coliect dat~_..about their ,;~valuands" 9ile to 
. 1.' 
their prime position . in the natural setting', _the classroom. · 
-· 
Even though this alte~nati~e- paradig~• ~pp~ars to gel · with classroom life, 
this writer ·is in. agreement with Patton (1981) and his suggestion of a third 
paradigm:_ one of choice. Both the scientific and naturalistic paradigms of 
thOI.tght have sometrng 
whatever is necessa~ for 
·choices are essential. 
to offer for evaluators. Use must be made of 
the success of the evaluation. Appropriate 
· eo 
Educational· research ~ in progra.m evaluation describes the people, the ~ 
evaluators, I who make these choices: The ch~racteri~tics of. good evaluators 
described in the literature can be applied to ·'6-oth the program evaluator ~r: 
~ 
the teacher in the -classroom. Patton (1981) refe~s to creative evaluation 
and the evaluator as a person who is "active-reacti~e-ada:ptive" (p. 67).· 
' , . 
Evaluators must observe happenings, and ·react to the~ in an · appropt Jate 
. ~ l ' . \. • • \- ,.,.· ' 
manner. Where necessary, evaluators need to. adapt ._in r.esponse to' obs~J:Vations 
' I • \ \ ~ ~- , ', • ~ ~ • ... - I • • ·• <W 
and results ofrc;actions;· The same is true( of teach'ets .' in the classrooms . .. 
I I • ' ' o • ' • ' "~ ' .. ' ' ~ • • ' ,' • • • ~ '"' _ ·, ( .. ' ' _ ,. ·- ,- • , ' 
; . 
.. . ' ~, 
. ' 
•··· r: ~ No · elementacy .teacher cifn be· ~. , e-ffective ~(· she , .' · _ 
might otherwise be unless- she ipossess.es .considerable · · 
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the difficulties they are . encountering 
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51 
After the "why" is answered, the question of how to adapt .needs to be proposed. 
. , . . 
• Reseatchers have proyided labels for evaluators. Guba and' Lincohi (1981) 
refer to the "responsive evaluator"~ aS did Stake as early as 1967. Eisner 
(1983) addresses the import~n~· of the evaluator being both a critic and 
connoisseur~ Al~ough labels vary, the literature offc.~~s a picture of .evaluators 
. ' . " 
, :r .. ' 
as individuals wh!l ·are able. to~ recognize_.and utilize all options at thejr 
' ' 
· d~osal. This makes possible the ' collection ·of comprehensive data ·necc;ssary 
• • I 1/( ' ' ' '-' 
I • , > -;, , ~~ 
·! .J 
for the evaluation process Which in~ludes actiOnt reaction, and adapta~ion. · ; . , '(. 4 
• .. . . I, .: 
. "" 
• 
The Process of Educa_tional ChanKe · · •• 
. . 
The review of the· literature provided information on '"what should be",. .. 
,· 
~ .. . . ~ 
while Cb§pter III informed us of <oMwh_a~ is". However, to get from . what is _to 
• • ' i , ' • I ' • 
'wh~t should ·'be involves a process of change. · Teachers iir th~ir classroom~ 
.... -. . 
must change th6ir evaluation practices. On the surface · this may appear, to 
be a simple solution, but in reality· it is a tremendous task. Full an ( 1982) 
·provides this insight i"to_ .edqcationat:chang~:': 
... - ' . 
The difficulty is that educational change is not a·' 
single entity. It is to a certain extent multidjmeosjonaJ. 
There are at least three components or dimensions 
at · st~ke i-n implementing any new program· or 
policy: (1) the possible use of new ·revised materials 
(direct instructional resources such as . curriculum 
materials or technologies), (2). the possibl~ use 'of 
new teacbjo~ approaChes. (i.e., neW teaching strategies 
·,or · activities , and (3) the P.OSsible . alt(!('ations o( 
__ · beliefs ... (e.g., · pedagogical ~s.suinptions and theories 
,. · und~rlymg part1cular new pohc1es or programs) (p. 30). 
Those individuals.: attem~ting to affect change need to be a~are of this 
"multi-dimensio~ality". Most. times it is ignored, and possibly that is why . 
. Brown ( 1985) suggests: 
.  
.. 
.· , - ~ · . ~ • ' • • I 
-~. 
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Our schools do not reflect what we know about 
what education should be. . In mQSt schools time h'as 
p1acticaUy stood still. · Education does not · encom~ass 
the iMovations which have been so widely pub,lic1zed 




A new language arts program has been placed at the doors ~f our 
schools. Evaluation philosophy and strategies have been presented in' conjunction 
~h this, but wne~her i'lementat_ion ~ suc&ssful or_. not .· must rely most heavily 
. _;;J, , o _ th~ classroom teactier's ability to ."aCt-react-and ad~pt" ._ There is mucli ~ : · __ 
... ore mvolved than an acceptance o~ n~w te~.· The way individuals "teach · 
~. 
. 
• • ~ t • 
· and think; ,;comes irit~ -' question and major changes niust ensue. Fullan (1982) 
. . . . 




Change ·' i·n. teaching · approach or style ·in vsing new . 
materials .presc:nts,. greater diffi~ulty if n·ew sk!lls ··. , 
must. be acquued .and new ways of conductmg ·' 
instructional activities acquired. . Change in . beliefS 
·. ar~ . yet more diffi~lt: they· challenge the co~e .values' 
held by.. individ~als regarding ihe purposes of educa~ion; 
moreover. beliefs are ·often not eXplicit, discussed, 
or • understood, but · rather'· 'are buried at the-~ level of ·· 




• • t I ' I • • 
· Grade · f9ur teachers need t'o consider "new w~ys · of conducting jJ)stru~ion~l : • 
. ~ \ "; 
. , ·.·. . ' 
. . . a~tivities" · ·and po~sibly~ a ·~~han~~ .il} _-.t~eir . be_li<;s"; ~he· la~ter being the most 
' '\ 
difficult; As' Brown (1985) suggests: '· · ~- · -
-~ 
. . The ·most difficult _to -impleme~t ~ isi a change that 
requires a change in behefs. . . The effects on .the ;• , 
indivi~u~~ when cor~ values· ar~ challenged can .b~ 
traumattc. . Often -teachers' behefs are ·not exphctt 
but rather they ex~t as unsta~ed assumptions. . ·As 
'the studies have shown, t individuals have .to change 
. · - their -- b~liofs in· . order fo~ real ..... change aod personal 
growth to occur (p. 158). . · 
It is apparent ·_that · change in practice at~· classro~m level cannot · occur 
- \ , , overnight. In · .t~is _specific case there would appear to be a number of grade \ . . .. . . ~ . . 
. four classroom teachers who,· on the surf~ce, need to change · their methods 
o~~uat~g st~dcnts, while und~rn~ti. they ne.ed }0 . consider tlieicbeueis ' 
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53 
about evaluation. For those considering entering the profession, the writer 
recommends a change at the university level; teacher training progrnms must · 
include extensive viork in the arc:m-of student evaluati_pn. However. this is ·. '·: 
of little use to those teach~rs already in the 'workforce who hav~ no intention 
of returning to .the university milieu. Inservice at the school bo;.rd level is 
~ . 
the only realistic pption. . 
' . 
• J \ 
" Chapter V presents the read~~ with a plan for .coordinators . to us~~ 
inservici~g grade four language arts teachers and the appropriate administrators. 
. -. ..... 
, ,, . 
It is a plan which might pe adapted and used by. yariou~ . school boards ,.in 
. 




the pro~ince. ·, . , . I ,' ;. - - · { ........ ~ 
__Jbe-writer is ·aware o£. limitations of so-called ,... one-shot inservice and 
recommends th.~t ~hi's plan. be v.iewed as a stepping stone for initiating 
. . 
change at the classroom ·level. . The writer agrees with -~ullan ( 1982) in his 
stat~'men~ that: ' ,
. :-• 
Most fofJllS. of- inservic~ • tr~ini~g are -"not . designed to 
provide ·the , ·opgoing, interactive,·· cumulative learning 
necessary· to' develop new conceptions, skiHs, and · 
behavior. Failure to reali~e. that there is ·a 







cmtmion problem . . /No matter . ~ow much advance staff 
developni~nt":~occurs, it is ~hen people ·actually try 
to implemen·r- new: approaFhes·. ~hat th~y have t~e· . 
· most s~ecific concerns ~ and doubts. It is thus 
~~emely imp.ortant t~at people 'O~tain .so~e . ~uppor~ ' 
at the early ·stages :of attempted liJlplemen(ataon (p. 
. . ~ 
' ~ 
6~. . ' ' . . 
... 
' . ' 
" : :· After the three-day inserv'ice, ~oo~dina~ors ~eed to .. spend time in. cl~s~roo~s . .' 
to work with tejchers du~ing thei~ ·.atte.mpts to. _exam'~nf person~_l cva.iua~i~~ . · ·-' 
strategies. Contact is essential for the pr~Il)otion , of cha~ge. H~use (.1974) 
· suggests that: 
;-;- .. . . 
Schools and teachers are fragmented and decentralized 
·and . exist" within . the' same . societal structures.. 'The 
flow of-..direct personal' contact within and between 
•' ' . 
. ., 
-------
·_ :, .\ .. , 
... 
. \ 
' · ' .. 
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educational structures has much to do with the 
diffusion of educational innovation (p. 15). 
- . - . 
54 
As Well aS time Spent by the COOrdinatOr in claSSroOmS, C0mmunicati9
1
n 
between teachers is essential. Teachers within schools or districts need to 
mee~ periodically to discuss their experiences in classrooms . 
.. 
. Besides being aware that change is .unlikely to occur if this is considered 
. .. . . 
ju~t a three-day plan which includes no personal .contact during teachers' 
attemptS at change ., in strategies, those involved in t}le quest to change 
. . 
educators' ideas and strategies. in the area of evaluation must have some 
~ 
perspective of a time-line. 
... . 
Any conception of. the chan~e process in regards to 
s·chools, explicitly or . impl.tcitly, involves a· · time 
perspective (Sarason, 1971, p. 2t9) . 
Somet_imes in .. education this time · perspective is ill-considered. Often, goals 
may be um:ealistic when there is minimal understanding of the. change proc~ss. 
·The greatest disparity may arise between the expectations of. coordinators 
who play the ~ role of change agents and 'the classroom teachers. Sarason 
presents these ideas on the topic: 
-
Let ·us as~urne th~t the age~~ of change (coordinators) 
· have worked .out in a sys_temalic fashion the relationship 
~etween their concepttons of the setting and a tiin~­
perspective by . whicll ·the intended change should be 
JUdged. . A second aspect o( the time perspective 
· problem then. arises: compari~g the time perspective 
of. the ag~nts of change with that of those who are 
the targets, and that of those who will, in m~e way 
or another, participate in the process. This comparison 
'is crucial . because if, · as is usually the .case, the 
' differences in.. time perspective are great, the ·seeds 
. of CQnflict . ana disillusionment are ~ready in the' soil . 
(p. 219).· 
' • 
·· · · ·· · ~_Avoidance of this sowing of "seeds of conflict and disillusionment" is 
. . : . I 
.. - possible if realistic and common goals are sought by au · in~olved i~ th~ pro.cess. 
• > ' • • . • •, ~ . : 
·. , I 
• I 
. 
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After emphasizing the use of the plan as ~an initiator of change in classroom 
. .-
practice and discussing the tremendO'.JS complexity Of the change process 
itself, the writel' leaves the plan to stand on its own . 
.. 
Pains were take.n to propose ·li: pia~ which wo\Jid incorporate the necessary 
ingredients for success in inservice delivery . 
. The coordinator's role in the inservice goe.s beyQnd disseminating information 
. 
to providing a workable model for teachers. Strategic~ used within the . plan 
were chosen . for th~ir simplicity and adaptability , to classroo~ life. The 
evaluation component is emphasized through~ut the thre~·day session · to· 
· · promote its serious consideration. In light· o! the research available on the 
difficult}' of changing beliefs, . the writer incorporates section'S in' the plan 
. 
through which beliefs are brought to the . forefront and questioned: reflection 
• 




The writer is suggesting that it is possible to move from "what is" to "what 
should be". However, this is not'a task to be taken lightly. 
In order for teachers to be~ome more proficient evaluators of their _studepts, 
school boards in the. provinc~ witl have to declare inservice in .evaluation a 
priority. 
-.. 
.. .. ·; 
.. 
.. - . 
~ The three-day inservi~e plan ~escribed in Chapter V is available for use .. · 
as a stepping stone for affecting change in teachers' evaluation strategies. 
-
However, this must be ~upplemented with personal contact between those 
involved . in the process. Coordinators must work with ~!lchers in· their 
classrooms and time must be provided for teachers, periodically, to meet 
together. 
- . 
·,.. r~ t .~ 
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The complexity of the chan_Be process must be understood by those 
involved. 
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CHAPfER V 
AN JNS~RVICE PIAN 
.., 0 
Introduction 
In this chapter the writer has attempted to provide a framework for 
inservicing grade , four language arts teachers in the evalua-tion of ~tudents. 
It is hoped that this will ' ·be the initial step in the beginning -of a much· 
... 
needed · _examinatio? J of why and_ how students are evalua~ed in the school 
s)'~tem. nie' pian is developed for use by la\guage arts coordinators employed 
in the various districts. - -However, considering the uniqueness of each district 
it is. essential tbat the framework be a4apted to individual situations . . 
\ -
very conservative time-line is suggested for delivery of this inservice • in the 
-hope that_ implementation will be· viewed .as both possible 'and practical. - · 
The writer intends that the inservice plan be viewed as a flexible tool 
0 0 
which · is to be continuously exp'?sed to the participants~. scrutiny. This 
scrutiny is the backbone of 0 the- evaluation process which is continuous· "' 
throughout all stage~ of the inseriice. Modifications are to be made to the 
-
plan when - deemed ·necessary by tho$e invo_lved. The writer- believes the 
. ' flexibili~ inherent in the lnservice is one of the plan's positive characteristics . 
. 
~other strength of _ the plan may . . be the consideration given to the 
. . 
role of coordinator as a model for teachers. While developing the inservice 
program: ' the writer' attempted to _utilize strategies and materials easily 
accessible for either :ins~rvice situations or ·classroom instruction. The 
method ·of delivery was arranged to provide oppprtunity for participants to · · 
- -- .1 - .. _ - - - - ---1--:-
glean an array of activities· for possible -use in their own classrooms. 
--1~ an attempt to present the lnservice framework in a clear fQrmat, the 
.-
writer includes information maps and sample time;tables to accompany wr~tten 
·descriptions and directio~s for implementation. 
{ 
-- ... ~·J 
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The inservice plan ·is .divided into five sections. The frrst ~~ction ph>vides 
.._ 
an inservice design map and discussion of the overall plan. The following 
. , 
four sections provide session maps and dis~ussion of plans for possible 
delivery of each ~f the sessions. 
• .. 












INSERVICE DESIGN MAP ' ' 
' · 
g~ade four ~ language arts teachers, principals, 
profession~!- school_ board personnel - _ 
- . . ~· 
' \ 
evaluation of grade four students ·in the language 
arts ada 
•'" 4 reflection and discussipn, J'f pers<(nal philosophies. 
of evaluation ' 
examination of evaluation strat_egies now in- use 
by participants 
dissemination of information on the history 
of eyaluation 
discussion and presentation of appropriate strategies 
for use in student evaluation . 
oOAI s OF :QlE INSERVICE; to llrovide participants with the opportunity 




to pr9vide an opportunity for participants 
to reflect uron and examine personal 
philosophies o evalti'ation . 
to provide a forum whicli enables participants 
to present and to discuss their personal 
philosophies -
to provide participants with infon~ation dealing 
with the historical background of evaluation 
,/ 
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to prolhote ~ better understanding of 
evaluation and its connection with testing f _ , 
and grading "' 
to encourage participants to examine evaluation 
strategies they now use · 
-..1 
to {>rovide participants with information 
deahng with appropriate evalua~ion strategies 
as ~uggested by the Department of ·Education --
ana the ~rade·four program_writers -. 
· three days of inservice are ,granted to 
the participants 
a suitable IpeeJing place is arranged for· the 
sessions · 
Session One 
. 9:00 - 12:00 (15 minute break) 




f!:oo - 12:o0 
1:00 - 3:00 
Session Four 
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· · lpservlce - Description 
' ' 
- --- ! 
., -' 
~ ... 
(continuous· throughout the inservice) 
records and checklists kept by cootdinator 




• eyaluation discussion at the close....gf each session ."' 
finar written evaluation report completed by ' 
parti~lpants 
··~-information sheets 
I • • 
-agendas · 
folderS for participants 
·list Of goals ,... 
. -
f 
' starters for br~instorrning · 
·.: outlines .for essential ov~rhead~ \___f 
' . 
studeht evaluation strategies forms · 
. . . ..... ' 
participan~ profile sheets · 
.• ,. ~' r -.. 
list Of ·Statements: 'describing: beliefs held concern.ing 
evaluation · · , · 
true-false forms 
. ' fl~ional§se study of a t~acher 
. . 
... 




anecdotal record sheets 




\ . ~e inservice design map provides a framework for the delivery of the 
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61 
stages of the inservice. General information is provide.d on · the inservice 
map, whereas more specific details are outlined on the individual session 
' 
maps. Sample agendas are included for all sessions. 
The suggested participants for the inservice are grade four language 
arts teachers, principals and school board personnel. The - latter, two ate ' 
• I • 
included to ensure. the i!lvolvc;ment of / ali those ~ith input into ~he evaluation 
_process. The opportuni-ty for developme~t of·. a support· syste~ fo~ teachers 
is creaJed when administrators are i~~ruded in inservice dealing with curriculum 
• . \ • t • 
mattets. 
... . . 
, . 
. -" 







' ( The way the map' js l~ be u~ed is a d~cision for ·individual.c9orc;tinators~ · . _ ____,______ 
~~ thr~e~day . procedur~ . ~uggested in this~ was de~id~d '· upon wit:h .a . 
particular :school board in :min~. Alterations to 'tlie plan may be nec.essary in 
orde{ to acc<?mmo~ate sch~l.boards hi varying' districts: 
. . . 
The inservice pian suggests the order and- cont~~t . 9( . fol,lr . s~s~sions~ 
·~ · 
_, 
' ' .- .,; • • ' • ' I .. -
The writer or,ganiz!!d· the ·sessions to follow a "bottom up" approach.~ . ·in the· . 
. . ' . .. -
. . . I' 
. past, many suggestions on student evaluation qave been pa5sed ~own from .. 
\ ' f t ~ ' ' ' ' • • f • ' • ' ' I • • 
,· . . 
. the Departme~t of- Educa~i9n or scho91 '·board pcrs~hnel -.' t9 
Po; • \ 0 • • , & : 0 .. : _ _.. , ... - .. .. • 0 ' 
prac;tit~oner. However, rarely· has this .. top doWn" . ap.pro~ch : een . mo:~c . than . • ._ '· ' • • :.I . : • 
. . . ~· ... ·. :· :• . :. ':: '.~~·- :: ~ 
. ' . . ~ . ~ ' 
. ~ . ' ·:J .... . . .. .. • . .. , . - ' · ··~ . 6 
' o , I • U I' ' ; o • •,' ' , .. 1;1 : 
a fruitless en_d~avor. · · 
·. . · ·T~e. plan· s_ugge~ts-_. the· ._·first vsession evolve.' around . co'nsidtration : .. !J( · ·.· · ..... :· .. ; 
- • "' .. . • . . • ' ·. ' • . , ' .. . .~. g ... . . :.~ :i· . . ~ .... : 
teachers, p'ers6nal pliilosophies of evahi,atiori . - . J~e ro~ ::of . their ev~J,ua_tiQit . ·. :· _: ·.~, .. ·· .. ' 
,· p~~~~lce~·~ . . P~ft~clpants·· ~re ;~q~ired to examine their -~~ys . o( · thi~Jkin_g . ' ·ab?~~-: .. . ,_ . . ~:·: 
. , .. . .. ev~luati~n, . ,tli¢i~ . ~~~~r~digm& . 0~ 'th9~g~t'i, and~ to question ' ~hy they.: ~hiok . -~~ . ::·. ~ ·; ~ ~:,;~ .:· ::.~:: 
' • ·, ' . .··. , 1 I ,. · '_. ; , ,~ .·:· :: :.·':: · · .. ~,;· .. ,··,: ,·' 
• ' ' ~/. ' J , : • . \ ... -1 
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they do~ The second session is more specific with its examination of 
actual evaluation activities being psed by participants in their classrooms. 
- . 
Session ~hree provides information concerning the history of evalu~tion: 
A distinction is made between - tes.ting and evaluation. Recent research in 
: . 
·the arj:a_ of_~yaluation is presented. 
Session four requires that teachers examine their methods of evaluatioflt.. 
· ·;-
.. 
in-·light of the information provided in the p~~vious. session and in light of 
~h.~ . resulls.....Df. _ _tbe ___ period of reflection off~red in the first session. 
·":.,.. ....... . . . 
The 
. . . 
·: _ Depa~tn.t~nt of ~cati.on's . recommendations for student evaluation m the 
.1 
,~ . <#' 
lan~uage arts area are presented. r 
The writ_er -attempted to develop an inservice plarr which coordinators 
C<?UI~ us~ with the .least a~ount · .. of' diffic'u\ity. The~e~ore, · wf:uue po~sible, 
• . \ l ~- . ' . ' 
materials - sugges~ed for use .~n the activities descriQed are provided in the -
-
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SESSION I · DESIGN MAP 
l 
·grade four language arts teachers, principals, 
professional s91ool board personnel 
personal philosophies of e~luation - reflection 
and discussion 
/ 
GQAJ..S.QF THE SESSION: · '·to provide a time fo.r parti.cipants to reOet!t 





'to p.roviqe an environment to .promote 
reflection on phitos-?phies. held 
· to encourage · particip nts to examine how 
and ·why. they- think about evaluation a~ 
t.hey do 




to create an panjness, on- th~ par.t of 
the participaprs,_ of the possible limitations 
and strenghts of the personal philosophies 
descri~d and discussed · 
give out materials needed for· the session 
.a~sign participants to their sm~l groups 
I 
read through the agenda with the large 
· group (* discussing plans for th~ day) 
as the day progresses keep an anecdotal 
record of unusual - interesting occurrences 
· use- a-·checklist to perio.dically record areas 
where c~a~ge is needed in order to improve 
the inservice · · 
r• 
'•' 
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. . ,, 
' ~ . ~.. ' . 
. .' 
• I 
. \ . 
use small and large grQup work se!isions 
as sugges~ed by the agen4a · 
. large group. discussions 




· partic~pant inp\!t at all stages of the 
mservJce 
anecdotal records- and checklist compiled 
by coo~~inator 
un of goals~ 
agenda 
list of evaluation statemen.tS 
case study , 
case study discussion starters 
teacher profile fomis 
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' 9:~0 - 10:00 p 
10:00 - 10:45 
I · 
10:45 - 11:00 
ll:OP - 12:00 
• 
12:00 - ' 1:00 -
1:00 - . 1:45 
1:45 - 2:30 
2:30 :- -3:00 






Discussion ~f Goals of the lnservice,.. ' 
Sq1all Group Work Usins-L.ist of Evaluation -statements 
Coffee 
t 
Development of an Acceptable List of Eval.uation Statemenls 
(Small and Large Group Work) . , 
Lunch 
Reading an<L Discussion of a Case Study Concerned 
With the Description of a Grade Four Languag~ Arts 
Teacher 
Writing Time - Particfpants' Development of a Personal 
Teacher Profile 
Concludif!g ~ection 
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Session I - DescriR!loq / 
Housekeeping matters ~ are · dealt with a~ the t?eginning of the first 
~ 
. . ~ . 
session. . Participants receive folders f(•r ·:he collection of .-materials used 
throughout . th~~ inservice, and they are assigned to ·small groups for the 
. . 
' duration of , the \;ins~rvice. They 0 will work~N, i!l these groups of four ' to six 
. . 
individuals occasionally duripg the three-day period. 
The first session .includes an intrc;>duction to the whole jnservice. The 
. . , ~ . 
· overall ·goals of the;. plan are presenttd. · and--discussed:~ The coordinator may 
: . f •• ~ . ~ . .. 
modify or further delineate ~ese . goals in response-- to participant ioput. 
~so, an explanation of the evaluatio~ proc~ss · is given ·by the coordinat6i~ 
. ,· 
• • ·*'·, -
who stresses .. the )Jllportance of continuous diagnostic evaluation , occurring 
, 
throughout the · three·day ~ period. ~ t '( Emphasis is ." given to the role of the ~ 
participant in t~e evaluatiop process: (\)so, participants" are made aware of 
•. 
the attempt of the cdb.rdinator to va'ry teaching strategies du'ring ~he inservice. 
. The importaribe of participants' being active learners and the use 9f grouping 
- - ~: ~. --
to accomplish this is stressed. 
After 'the. introduction, the first session begin~ with an examination -of ' 
goals stated specifically for . this session. A CQnnection ,I is made, by t~e 
coordinato.r~ b'etween evalua~~on·:and achievement of goals. 
. . . . 
. ~ -
· ·Group work is initiated 'during th~ first session. 
I 
.l.,' 
After examining the 
goals of the session, pa{t,icipants bre~ into their -previously arranged small 
--, 
---t!g:-Fre~~ups and . begin ·the task of · considering a list of statements describing 
~ · 
evaluat.ion (see Appendix for Session I). , 
.· . 
: . . They are requested to · consider the list, to indicate agreement or 
· disagreemen~ with the statements, . and to compile a grpup . list of what they 
...... _ . 
\ 
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consider to be accep!able descriptions of evaluation. This list is created 
from provided statements and those proposed by group members. 
After the completion of this · activity, participants retur~ to a large 
group se~ting. .The coordinator," with~ aid. of an overheaQ pr~jector and 
the use of a discussion format, ·records on chart paper a · whole . group lis!. 
Later, copies of the' list are filed in the participants' fol~ers for future 
.l 
reference. This activity will provide' time for reflection and discussion of 
.. 
. ' 
differing views held conce.rning evaluatio~. 
The afternoon session b~gins with silent' reading ·of a case study de~cribing 
. . . ~ . 
a grade ;.four language ~rts 'teacher. J?etails . in the study .. inClude: (1) the. ' 
-~ - . 
teacher;s . pl:iilosophy of · ~valuation; (2.) the 'eval~~tion st(ategies_ used by the. 
teach~r; · and ""(3) a description ·'or . ' the tea.cher's ·-training and · experience in 
evaluation. 
After the initial reading, the small groups gather and discuss' the study 
, . 
presented, keeping in mind the list of evaluation statenfents developed earlier 
. 
in the session. A list of ·questions (see ~ppendix for Session I) is provided 
by the coordinator to. help guide the discussion through an examination of 
beliefs and practices of the teacher . de'scribed. 
The ~ession moves from an examination of a fictitious character to nn 
examination of ·self. P~rticipants are asked to reflect upon their ow~ beliefs 
.a_nd methods .of evaluation by writing brief profiles of themselves. . These 
personal pieces of writing are filed in the participants' folders. 
. , 
The last half hour of the afternoon · is used for concluding remarks and 
discussion. · 
Participants re.view the goals listed fat the session aqd discuss whether 
( 
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these goals have been achieved. Discussion centers around po,)ble 
for improvement of this session or the s~ssions to follow. 
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SESSION II - DESIGN MAP 
PARTICIPANTS; 
TOPIC: 










grade four language arts teachers, principals, 
professional school board ·personllJ!l 
eval~ation practices of grade four language 
artS teaChers 
to develop a list of evaluation activities 
· actually· ·used by the p_articipants in a 
classroom situation 
to promote an awareness of the _reasoning 
behmd individual's evaluation practices 
to. expose . participants to the ideas and ·. 
practices of.._.other members of the profess!on 
- A ,. 
pass out. materials ne~ded for the session 
instruc.t · p~rticipants ~m how to use the 
strateg1es l1st . _ . 
divide into small groups· (same groups as . 
previous ~ession) _for bramstorming session 
use the overhead projector to develop a 
fi'nal list of evaluation strategies · . 
" k~ep an anecdotal record of u~usual or 
interesting occurrences plus· a checklist to 
- record areas where changes .in inservice 
strat~gie-s may need to be considered 
'tcyie gfo_up d~scussion 
Jan group discussion 
· br~instorming _. 
o¥ ,.., 
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70 
anecdotal records and checklist compilea by 
coordinator 
participant input r 
agenda , 
strategy sheet for individual participant 
strategy sheet for small groups 
overhead projector and overh~ads 
list of goals 
anecdotal'record form 
evaluation checklist 
' .. •· . . 'I ' 
list_ ·of tllou3l1t provok~rs 
. sectl<;>n · ·- .. · · 
for · th~ concluding 
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AGENDA I 
Discussion of Goals for the Session 
Individual Participant Consideration. of 
Strategy'List . . 
Sm~ll Group Brainstorming Sess!on 
Large Group ·Activity 
Coffee Break 
(Total - 2 hours) 
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" Session II · Description 
The coordinator begins the ·session by initiating· a discussion of the 
goals listed on . the session map. It · is essential that . this list be available for 
• • 0 • 
inspeetion by participants, with the possibility ·of some chang~ occurring i'n 
- ·-
reaction to participant input. Where necessary, the coordinator notes 
recommendations made. 
0 
·ne bulk of this session is a . poin(e(l examination qf .evaluation strategies 
presently in use in the classrooms. Participants review their persop~ evaluation 
practices an~ . l_ist .~tegy. for~ provid~d · (see Appendix for 
· Ses~i~n ·II). . ~e· form is deVelope~ so·: that it provokes more than a rote · 
• I • ' • • o \ ~ 
. ·.' listin:g· qt · s~ategles: ~ Par-!icipirfti .. ~ust ·consider the reasoning behind"· their · . 
o • • \ " • • • o • ' I o• • ' -~ -
' choices and .list . both ·positive and negative aspects of 'each stra~egy. 
\ "'' "; . 
. ...:, ' , 
- _ . · · Th~ participants move fr.orn .a .persottal examination of strategies used to 
.. ··a: \mai~- gro~p · brainsto~ing . ·lessi~n on th.; same t~p[c. ~"strategy form. 
.. ~lnti~l to· that give.n to individuals is p~ovided for- the small groups. One 
I • • 
member of each group r_ecords the input of participa.nts. By u~ing · a small 
group fo.rmat~ indiviquals are exposed ·.·to . the ideas qf others in a situation· 
. . . 
I ' • I 6 • • • 
where disc~ssion is e_n~o~raged. . On~ of the. goals of . the . ins~rVice is to prov.ide .. . -
· participants with exposure. to · ·~~h~r profession~!~ 'in ·the (wo~kforce. This 
• • • • ~. 'o • 0 
- ., - • r 
activity p~ovides for · n,ot qnly .exposure · but also discussi~.n. and· ..  que$tiOning . 
. . The remain,d~r of the session. is ~o · be used (or a .Jarge group brainstorming 
activity which assists .in . pooling lhe. thoughts.. ~f all participants.: fhe _ coordinato~. 
, . 
. ·acts as a recorder, using overheads· .to present to participants lists devel_oped 
· .· by the small grQups. · The overfteads ~ee Appendix far Session II) are ·purposely 
I I • , & ' ~ • t , ' • -
· struct~red · to ·indicate. patterns emetging in evalu~tion strategies used by 
• ( • l ' . I. • 
. ~. . ~ 
- · -' 
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~·. :· . '., 
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The coerdina tor concludes the session with connecting comments . 
• These are comments or thought provokers (see Appendix for Session II) 
aimed at- tying the first and ·second session· together. Participants are 
encouraged to consider their beliefs and attitudes towards evaluation and 
- . 
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SESSION DI • DESIGN MAP 
•· 
··~j·.~~--------~--~------------------------------~-------------
grade four language arts teachers; principal&, 
profession~! schoof board personnel _ • ' ·. 
l ' . 
------~------~--~--~----------------~~~~-----+----~--~ 
: . : . . : TOPIC 
- o ' 







-· _GQAI S Of THE SESSION: 





to provide participants with information on 
the nistory of evaluation ._, 
0 • 
to encourage teachers. to reflect on knowledge 
1 they have acquired · cenceming the history 
of evaluation, previo~s to this· inservice • 
pass out materials needed for the session 
set up c~art paper to be used in large group 
brai~torming sess~on "' 
rearrange seating for afternoon lecture format 
set up i,Verhead projector -for use in 
delivery of information on the .history of 
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inecdotal records · and checklist compiled 
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c~~~~: paper 
evaliiation •checkljst · 
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· Discussion of Goals 
. ' 
· Activity Using_Tnie-False Forms 
------ -----
.-.Lunch 
Early Beginnings ?f Eval~ation , . 
Program· Evaluation 
Student wuation 
CommentS· of Participants 
- . . . . 
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SessiQJl Ill ~ ·nesc;ription 
At the beginning of the session a list. of goals is . given . to -each ."of th·e . 
participants. . ~1•. is directed by th~ coordi~atOr to include an. examination; 
' . . . . ' - l . 
of the role of •gotlls in the evaluat.ion process. The .importance of setting 
Jqals and of tne~suring their attain~ent is consid~red in: the discussion . . 
. f 
The major· focu~ of the session is the history of evaluation. ·Before 
giving out information gathered on the· topic, the c_9o_rdinator attempts to 
assess, to some degree, the participant~. present_ level of knowledge in the . 
area. Each individual completes the form (see Appentlix for Session~III) 
. - ~ 
provided by the coordinator. · ~The form includes general statements to 
.. 
marked true or false, plus a few short answer questions. Space is left on 
.. 
. the form for· additional statements from the individual. The coordinator uses 
' 
these forms as a tool to encourage participants to consider the amount of 
information they have or they lack in this particular area. Individuals file 
tfese forms in their fold;rs with other material collected . 
. 
After completion of · this a·ctivity based on individual · r~flections, a 
group . activity· commences. The coordinator . uses the · input frqm a large 
• 
group brainstorming session to ~evc:Iop ~a large _chart of inforrt1ation concerning 
. . ~ -~ 
the history o~ eval.uation. This is tack~d to th~. wall for later ?ef~e~ce,. / 
The first part of the session gives some indica_tion of what partjcipants 
. . t - ' 
I 
know about ·the history of evaluation. .The coordina'tor takes this into 
consideration when· ~elivering the rest of the inservicc. : 
' with. :;or::~::at;:.::::~~~· t: e ~~·a:;.~: h:rcv:u::::•tin::a:~:1;h:n~ 
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-To prepare for this session, coordinators need to become' familiar with 
. the historical d_evelopment of evaluation. A skeleton of .. information is -
provided . in chapter two of the thesis. Pertinent sources are listed in' the 
. ' bibliography. 
. - ·----
--· 
· · · -During this sesSion the coordinator uses overqeads (~ee Appendix for . 
' . • : I . ' r . 
Se~sion . III).' to·. aid in .the structuring 9f information into approp.riate sections. 
. " . . . . . . 
The sections follow a '.Similar format to those presented in . chapter two of 
'!-' .. ' ' .. 
this thesis. The first section attempts to - provide information ~n the test 
. .._ ·-
and measurement movement's influence on _the development of !!V~luation. 
The second -section reports on research conducted in program evaluation. Student 
evaluation is the topic of the· third section . 
. . 
Aft~~- the prese~tatiof · of information, the session is concluded with 
input from participant~. The .coordinator a~tempts to assess whether participaJlls 
feel goals of the iris/:vi~e have been achi~ved. "'.. 
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.grade four language arts _teacher~, principals, -
pf.ofessiQnal school board : person~eV ·~~ . • . ''- · 
. .. .. .r ,. , ,~ ~"· . . , .• 
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' I • 
to · highlight · for participants · the . necessity . 
of utihzihg the findmgs of evaluaHqn research· · ·-
to develop a-list of a~propriate- eval~ation 
strategies m light.·of prevrous sessions 
' ' . .. 
• • • r 
to present . the 'Department of Educ;aii_on's 
suggested list o(.evaluation st~ate'gi!!S ' ,.·· 
. . ' 
to have participants evaluate the· · 
inservice as a whole 
give out materials n~cessary for inservice 
r . 
. r( • • - . 
condu'ct large group. discussion· on conver.ting 
x:esearch into :pract~ce · 1 · ..• • • 
. \, . . 
arrang'e, participants into original small groups 
'· to w·or_IC on strategies list · 
~ prepare overtread projector for · usc in the 
'Seetion· :~m language· arts and , the Department 
of Education's list of evaluation activities ... 
iarge gro'up discussion 
4 
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anecdotal records and checklist compiled 
·, by coordinat~r . . '• .. 
' ~ 
partic_ipant input thro~gh discussion 
. · ' ~ritt~ completion of an evalQation form 
list of goals 
overhead projector ~nd over~eads 
research into practice fo~s.........,·~ .. 
evalua~ion strategy form 
list of Department of Education's recommended 
evaluation activities (overheads) ' 
list of points to address during final open , · 
discussion · 
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. 9:00- 9:30 
9.:30 - 10;~0 
10:30 - 10:45 
10:45 - 12:00 
12:00- 1:00 
1:00- 2:00 . 
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Activities Related to the Idea of Putting Research 
Findings into Practic~ 
Coffee 
Developm~nt of a List of Evaluation Strategies 
Lunch 
Language Arts Sess,ion 
Discussion of Inservice Plan 
Completion of Evaluation Forms 
(Total • S_ hours) 
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·Session IV·· Description 
. . .... .. 
Th . ' b ' WI. 'th /( d' . e sesston · . egms rea t_ng 
. . . r 
mere necessary, modifications are' mad~. 
and discussing. the inservice goals. 
In :the .early ~tages of the . session -the coordinator connects this . sessioQ 
~ . 
to the previous ·one· by. centering · discussion ._ around converting. research. into· 
. . . . .. . 
· practice. _ Participants, while·, i~ small groups, consider whether . this conversion 
I ' ' ' ,· . . . . 
actu~lly is occurri.ng at tli~ school 'level. 1 A form (see A:ppendix' for Sessiqn 
IV) is provided by the coordinat?r· This is done to 'direct participants' · 
thinking towards examining practice at_,the school level. Wheneve-:, participants 
' . 
sugge.st · practice is not re.flecting research_ findings, ~hey ,ecord the ·possible 
causal factors . 
.,._ 
Following this session participan_ts <J.evelop a new list -of "appropriate" 
evaluation . strategies in" light of the past three day's experiences. A form 
similar to the or~~ used in .session two is . p'r~~ided b~ tb~ co.ordinator. 
-. Participants complete their forms and cpmpare them to the ones filed in 
their folders after session two. While comparing the lis~ p~rticipants note 
,. . 
obvious· similarities and differences between the two sets of forms. The 
coordinator observes this activity closely in an attemp~ to ascertain whether 
or . not revisions are being made; · any indiCation ·of change~ in participants' 
-. '. attitudes a~d ideas concerning eval~ation is noted .. 
The second . half of the session is devoted to a concetn · for is.sues in 
. 1 (II' • 
. • .. , j : llt { . • 
the. language arts cu~nculum · area. ;~ A lecture format is utilized .~ to present 
• . • . '\'o. • • • 
·. inform~tion ·on th(f four • mai~. components !" ·reading, writing. ·.listening, and "·" 
sp,e~king. .i S,ugge~tions . ·lr a~ti~ities .for evaluat,ng 'these compon~nts . ar~ .. put 
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•'f ' l 
Duri_ng this session, ·the Department of . Education's · guideline for evaluating 
. language arts is discuss~d. A list ·or activities recommended' by the; Department~s 
. 
document Evaluatin& Lan&uaee t;\rts- Performance in the Elementary School is 
presented. 
. During the last hour of . . the 'session, large group discussion· of . the 
.. 
" . implications -of the three-day . inservice takes place. The coordinator draws 
. . . 
together ~breads of· the . 'inservice sessions fo~ the/ group's consideration. 
Empha~is is placed on the· content and delivery of the inservice, with special 
~ . . ; 
mentio'n of teaching strategies and evaluation· pro~edures. . 
. 
Time is taken to . put forth some general statements about the anecdotal 
.. ' .. _, ~ ~ 
, .\ ... 
,. \.;. _ 
,• ; 
. ::~ 
. / . 
. . 
.. 
' . · . 
. ~ _ ..
· ·records and checklists kept by the coordinator over the three-day period. 
(J 
Pa.rticipantS complete th~ evaluation forms (sece,. Appendix for Session 
IV) provided by the coor~inator. By_ using these the coardinator attempts to 
,....,...~ 
assess the success of the inservice. and to·. find means for improving the plan · 
its~ If. 
. . . .. 
~ ­( ,--- , ·. 
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APPENDIX: SESSION I 
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9:30 - 10:00 
10:00 - 10:45 
10:45 - ' 11:00 
11:00 - 12:00 
12:00- 1:00 
1:00 - 1:45 
1:45 - 2:30 
2:30 - 3:00· 
• I 
• • • • .' . , ' ' • .l .... 







Discussion of Objectives of the Ins<:IVice 
I' • 
Small, Group Work Using List of Evaluation Statements 
' 1 .. -..:........__--._ 
Coffee · 




Reading and~iscussion Qf a Case Study Concerned 
With the De ription of a Grade Four Langur..ge 
Arts Teacher . 
/ . -~ J \ • 
Writing Activity - Partici~ants' Development of a 
Personal Teacher 'Profile .. -
r Conclu~ing Section 
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..... to provi~e an e.~vir~nment'.~o~romote: of ~e~ecd~n r philosophies bel~ . 
to · encourage participants to examine how ·~nd why they think ~bout 
evaluation as they do ·· · · .. 1 · . · v • ~ · 
to provitte a forum for discussion of beliefs 
. . .. • 0' 
to create an awareness ·on· t}le part of the participants of the · pdssible 
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... EV ALUA'TibN CONCEPTS 
. ) 
\ . ' . 
. . . ....__ _ ' . j .. 
_ _,Below are at .series Cf'f statements whi~h reflect various views on evaluating '\. 
. learners. Refold all of them carefully, then as a group dp._ the following. - - , _ 
' 0 • . ~ . . .i) .. ~ 
1. Place a ++before the stat~ment best refle~ting majority. Qpiniob. · . · 
2. . Place. a + bef0re··all. other~tatements which reflect maJOrity agreement. 
~: ,~::~~ : :~ b~~~~~e aW~~~~~e-~=~~~~~~·~ ~~~~egfl~~j~!%ri~~~~greemcnt. l ~~ . 
5. · Fe~ I ·rree to. leave statements blank. 1 • • , \ .... ' ........ 
6. "':I Note.,~~e ·number of djssenters in your group ?~erall. · ' ·---. 
\ 
. . \ 
\ ' . ' ,, . . . ' . . ... ; 
- i"n.: evaluating 'teaniers we mostly· measure what,...we,:know flow to measure 
· rather than what we should measure~ . . · ~ . ' 
+-.· '~.f , . ' ' , .... . . ', . • . • • r 
' • . I . . \ • . . 
_. ~valuation of learners is · a contin~ process of · effective commuhication . -. .-
,as needed, w~en needed,. ~0 whom~v;er· nee.d~ it. . ·- . ' ' " •. 
' · 
'The. pr_imary purpose of evaluating .. learners · is to report to · learners 
---; their a~hievem~nt ~ relati,on to course objec.tive~. " 
... 
Pap_~r .. and . pencil . t~stS· are the be.st way to ensur~ . that learners ace 
ach1evmg at least mmtmum competenc1es. 
. . ~ ' . 
--\ learne~ evaluations should· f~cilitate teachi~g and learning. 
' ' • I Learner ·evalua·tions should provide. i!nformation on learilez:s' talents, 
~apabilities, and achievements, and sho~l~_ (efk,ct l~arners' attitudes and 
mterests. . o• -
_ ··since · all ,. evaluation is by' its vecy nature · threatening, there is nothing 
tbat cctn be done to l~ssen the threat fa.ctor of tests ·-and exams. \ 
The . prim~ry pu~ose · of evaiuati~g\learne~s is ~ to 'Tepo;t to· lcar·n.ers 
th~ir achievement m relation t01 o'ther lea~ers. · '\ 
, \ . ... ~ ' ) , 
It . is not right to assi~n grades to learners for . things like ho~cwork, 
classroom learning activi~1es, and cooperative attitudes. 
Surprise tests are sometimes necessary to ke~p learners on their toes. 
' . --
. Learner evaluation& have nothing to do with helping learners 
skills in self·ap.J)(aisal. . 
develop 
. . 
Testing and grading systems must continue because .b there are no viable 
.alternatives. 
. ~ 
le~rner evaluations should ~e undertaken mainly for improvement purposes. 
Criterion-refer~nced testing focuses on succeshuth~~ . than failu;e. ~ 
·. \ . ' 
. ' .'. 
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In evaluating learners classroom<obsetvations 
paper and pencil. tests. \ . 
.. 
• can be 




• just as val id as 
Grading of J.Farners is necessary because life is competitive a·nd grading 
prepare..s them for the real world. 
. . .), 
' t ~:; 
~ 
~· 
Tests and" measures used in evaluating learners should contain only, 
ite'ms that reflect previously stated behavioural_ objectives. 
,/ - .. ,, . . ,.) ' . .,. 
• It should be nice to Use a · great variety of ~~asurement te;hniques in ~ 
· evaluating learners, but written tests are the only practical s~lution . i . 
beeause of time restraints. . 
- . 
. . . 
(Taken from, Dr. M._1'Kennedy, Inservice, Octo~~er ~~-85). 
• 
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CASE STVUY . • .. 
• 
• • 
~e<f teaching for the past eighteen "{ith .. years, the . Mary T5ker ha~ 
last seven being spent in ..  :grade four classroom&., She has always . enjoyed 
\ 
teaching ~nd cectainly wouldn't tonslder hersclf to . be suff'ering from burnout 
" . - - ~ . 
I ' because •sh~has been on the job for eighteen ' years. .As. a' ~atter . of /f~ct, 
. ~. . . . , 
: . . \ 
. Mary enjoys teachirtg n~o/ as much as sheulid when s~e ~egan in t~e late ·1960's. 
.r. :. 
. ·Mary. has s~rvived· lots of cnanges. · .Sorne .~he agree~ with, ·smri~ she 
/ -1- . •t ' ' ' ' ~ - - . . . 
_ ·-~A di.dn't. . She. believes . she could be mure effective· in ~er job _if days had! mo;c 
' " .· . ' . . . . . . ., 
.. 
hours and if she_ had :mor~ exp_eltise ·in certain·· areas. '!h'is ·is especially, true. 
' ' . ' . . .. · 
wh.e.n Mary . considers the · task of evaluating her students. She is aware that 
• • , r \ · 
programs recommend . the use of observation checklists· and~~ stu~ent pro~le~,-
but she does~'t ~ave " ti~e· to fool with such things. Mary finds ·h~r~cl( qsing_ 
. ... / 
' • , ~
an extensive amount of time just ·coilecting ··enough :marks to get -ready for·· 
report ·card time. 
. , 
It seems s\le doesn't have time to recuperate. frOm the 
. - first reporting session before second ' term reports are due. Three formal 
repprting _sessions a year, for grade four students, seem~ ro Mary an 
overindu~ce in the activity. . She thinks teachers ·should meet -parents ·an·~ 
di~cuss their children's w~k, . maybe even·' ~se the. student profile to which . 
" -f ... -
.. 
. 
' ' . .. 
progra.ms refer. She believes a list of marks is not always , necess~ry· when_. · 
,• 
considering a child's progress. Mary can guess the markS . she: will assig~ to. 
.. . 
students. without ev~ad~inistering the tests· and quizzes n<;>rmall~ completed 
for this purpose. She believes a tremendous arvo~n~ of instructional time 
. -dissipates during yearly testing activhies.· 
She thinks it's ironic, when . considering curriculum areas such as _language 
arts, the evaluation strategies she ends up using. . Su-pposedly,. this cur~icuJu.m . 
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·Where qne gets time · to 'emphasize-' these is a question Mary .would 
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like answered . While evaluating, .she gives tests whose ~ objecfives are to 
, . 
assss~. ' the reading . and writing compon·ents of. the program while ignoring the 
. . . \ 
othei: two areas. · Even if Mary attempted to evaluate those other two 
. : compopents! how _.would\~he go a.bo~t . accomplishing th~ task? She is very 
u.nsure of what · strategies . should be used when · assigning marks to students 
. . ' , . . 
.. ' ' ' for listening and speaking activities. Even if she included lots ql_,;..oral 
·•. 
- . . \ . ~ ,.. . ' 
. : language · experiences i.ri her daily class activities, how wo~ld she justtfy her 
\ ·\ - ' . . . . \ . ,. . 
marks to \parents dissati~fied . with them? · She knows parents, want tQ be able 
' 





Mary believes ,she needs some guidance in the evaluation . area; Progtains 
' 
are expoundi_J]g 0? t~e "w..holistic"- appr:oach and the ·impo~ance of formative 
evaluation. Mary ~oesn''~ 1re~c:_~_!>er a~y edu<iatio~ courses deal_ing wi~h 
evaluation. She, has . always' _evaluate~ . ~er students . th\ best_ 'faY_ . she 
1 
knew 
how. Mary thinks her marks are fair, but she is not sure if they serve. ariy 
. I 
I I 
real purpose. ' She spend& so JllUCh time testing .and marking .. little "lime is 
. r •· . 
left to work with ·the stu_dtnts to. help. alleviate problems they are experiencing. 
Mary b~li~ves ·the situation cpuld be impio~ed if ~d~~isttators and ~ie~ts 
exerted less pressure for marks. There isn't one student in . Mary's c~as.sroom 
0 I ~ '\ ' 
. who she could~'t give· a full account of ·if requested. However, for · Mary, a 
, . • 't . . 
nagging pong of guilt persists due- to her . practice of limiting the majority of 
student evalu~liO~ to recording numbe~ to · r~preseRt student weaknesses. . It 
·" . . . 
·seems to her . that this should be the least . i~portant .function she should 
\ 
serve as .an evaluator. 
• 
. ~ ... ··· 
I . 
' 
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She believes it is far more ' .. 
_ • 1!1 • important t teachers to work wit.h children in 
the hopes that students may develop in the areas that teachers ·have recorded 
• • 
___ as being ~eak. .. 
Mary _thinks it's about time educators set_. their prioriti~s stniight and 
' alloted ' ,time appropri3te~. Maybe teachers woUld have mo~e· ·'l'\e for what 
ihey felt, and are told, is important if they could ~ut · out• b-alf - ~\w.hha. t _they 
.. 
-.. ~elleve to ~~~tless trivia. \ ' 
.• .· (_ .. \ . 
\ - ---..____ 
\ --- · . 
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Describe the . te~~her's f~lings about . ~valuation.. How are"' they sirrlilar 
or dissimila{t~ yours? What would y~u say is her philosophy·of evaluatio~? 
What s_trategies appear t_o prevail in her classroom and why? 
.--
"1 can guess the marks . students will receive wjthout ever administering 
the test and quizzes normally complete4 for I this purpose.~' Please comment . 
. ' \ 
What\ "changes" ·(see ·second paragrapl)) dq, you ·think this teacher has 
_ __..e"Perie~~: Ch~r:tges in ~heq?'? Cllan~es .in ~ractice? . . : ·. 
Do· you think instruction,al time is being put to proper use? 
' Is there t~onuich press~;C ex~~~d ~~P~~~? . , 
· Ale . the four comp<,ments of !anguage \rts· emphasiZ~d J~ your' classroom? -;/:~ 
· Do you evaluate your studen~s .1n these. areas? If not, g1ve reasqns. . . / ' 
t ' - ~.. •• • .t . . ,.,. .. '~··'· . 
Jdeas the group would lik~ to propose for discussion . 
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PARTICIPANT ~ElL~ 
• 
· ~ ! 
Reasons behind practices used: . 
. I 
.. 
' Sugge~tiQll for possible change~ in ptactices: 
\ 
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ANECDOTAL RECORD. SHEET 
Goals of Session 
• 
Comments:· 
Goals added· ~ 
I 






Did groups work .:well together? 
I •, 
,.. !. 
Who w~re the l~aders? I . 
, ; ~o 
' ~ / 
Who were not participating? 
Other strategies for possible use? 
• 
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\_/. ". ~· 
• 
C~seJ.tudYc..., W9rlv.. 
Comments made by_ participants: 
' I 
Writini Activity 
·W3:s there full 'p.art.icipat~ont· 
..... . - ... 
Problems which arose? 
c;onclusion 






"t Changes suggested:· 
""' 
----- J; . I I 
I -' ... 
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..... - "\~ 
Tak~s part ·-in small 
group work 




qualJ.t'~_es · .\ 
J ~ • . ~ 
-~ ~icates weq with 
others ---·-·- ..... 
Posi~i~e reaction to 
session 
.. 
Displayij chang~s in 
opinions or beiiefs 
offers' suggestio.ns. for 
improvement of inserv~ce 
· . 
·' ... .. ·-.-. ·-. .: ·,.- ·?-~\; 
•<' 
- - -=-...:__ 
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9:00- 9:1_5Discussion of Goals 'tor th~ Session . . \ / 
~9: 15 • 9:30In~ividual . Part!ci~ant . To~sid.erat~on· P,f Evalu~tion Strategy List 
_. ?:30 • 10:15Small GroupJh.Jnnstorinmg Sessron 
1
,.--.-J .· 
10: 15 • 10:45Large Group Activity \ 
10:45- n:oocoffee 
(Total .. 2 hours) 
. . 
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-·',. . to .develop . a lis(~.o~ evaluation ·acti~ities. actually usetl by the. 'participants 
·~· ' in a Classroom sit~ation · · · · · 
.. 
_, 
to promote an awareness 'of 'the reasoning behind individual;s eva)~ation · 
· practices 
. . ... 
. to expose : Pa~tr·c· nts 
, the p'rofes~~on . · 
. " . ,, 
I 
to the- ideas and practices o( other members of 
. . 
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.Positive ~spefts . of1ts use- · 
_, . ... . 
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Strategy us~d:. / 
, . 
... 
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Why is . it. used? 
•' 
'. 
P'ositiv~ aspects ·or its use • 
Negative aspects of its use -


















) Strategy used: 
Why is it used'! 
{ Positive aspects, of its us -




Why is it used? 
.. 
Positive aspects of its· use -
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• ) ..,: .__.,.-- • ' I 
Strategy. used: 
Why is it used? 
Positive asRects of its use ~ -
. . 
Negative aspects of .its use - \ 
Strategy used: 
Why 'is it used? . 
Posi~ive aspects of its. use -
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List of strategies used by participants: \ r-
(/ 
Strategies used to evaluate reading: 
\ 




Strategies used to evaluate writing: 
• 
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• 
Strategies used to ·evaluate l~ten~ng: 
Pen aDd Paper 
. . 
~ Strategies used to ~v.aluate speaking: · 
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Other 
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What is your definition of evalu~tion? 
. ' 
0. 
Why do we evaluate as we do? 
How much in'formation do we have about,appropriate evaluation practices? 
·' . 
Is our practice reflective of our beliefs? 
• ' • I 
W,hat changes. could be made to enhance practice? 
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ASE;CDOTf*L RECORQ SHEET 




Small and I..ar~o Group Activitje~ 
I • 
Comments: 
Did gro~ps work wel~ther? 
N • • 
Who were the leaders? 
Who were not participating? 
Oth~r strategies for possible use? 
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•' 
. •fr : 
~-~:-~ ·~· . --~ 
r 
Were there a lot of strategies be\ng discussed? 
<!/1 . 
-
Were the strategy forms of use? 
Any changes to be made? 
What patterns emerged on the strategy forms? 
Conclusion 
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Takes part 1n sma 
group work 
Vocal in large 
group sesston 
Disp l ays leadersh 
qualit; ies 
Communicates well 
with others . 
Positive react i o'n 
t o session 
Displays 
op1n1ons c~~s--or e l i e rn fs 
-· s ( 84; 
• I 
Offers ·~~~stion 
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11.:'00 ~ 11: lSDiscussi_on of Goals 
11:15- 12:00}\(tivity Using True-False Form 
12:00- l:OOLunch -
1:00- 1:45Early Beginnings of Evaluati(ln 
1:45- 2:30Program Evaluation 
Ill 
2:30- 3:00Student Evaluation ., 
3:00- 3:15Comments of Participants 
.... 
. " 
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GOATS OF THE SESSIQN 
to provid~ participants with info.rmation on the history of evaluation 
i 
I . . 
108 
to encourage teachers to reflect on knowledge they have already acquired 
concerning the history of evaluation 
-.~·~c~· · 
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TRUE·fAI SE FORM 
-
I. ,Please tick ·the appr<?griate response. ' 
·--" 
True False 
' 1. Evalmitio·n began when tests were devised 
· . for classroom use. . 
2~ Michael -Patton i~ .knoWn as "the father•(/ 
· ' <.;>f ed~cational testing. · . 
3. · Quantitative data is the most important 




activity, .· .· 
Evalu~tion has always. been~ c~~cern of 
· educators! . , _ .. { . _ . 
Evaluation has no conitectia.n to the test 
. ··and measurement· movement. 
. . 
h1telligence tesiftg became popular with 
· the inJoduction of Alfred Binet's work. " 
7.- Teachers have ,been evaluating .since the 
early 1900's. · : 
8. At time_s, the information fro.m standardized ·' . · 
testing programs has been -.used· to judge 
· . the quality of schools or, teach~rs. .. . 
.. ' . \ 
9. A naturalistic Jt~radigm· of thought accepts . . . · 
the use of q~alitative data in. an ~:valuation . ) 
-'· 
" . ae~Mty. . · 
There is a oortnection between World War i 
psychological testing and ~he way_· ·chfldren. · . 
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II. List any people or events you 
eva,uation. 
( 







, . ;-, 
III. Give a short ...account of any changes you feel have occurred over the 
pa~t fifty years in methods of evalu"ating students irl the _educational system. 
/'-- . 
" \. 
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Early Beginnings _of Evalu~on: 
Test and Measurement. Movement 
Djsc~~sion Points 
PsyQhological testing -:Introduction to school system 
' --. ("- Alfred Bi~et 
.. . 




' . ... ·. . , 
lJnited States - large scale testing ·p~o~ams ·are· imple.~ented dn response 
to public cry wr acco~nt~bility ? • • . .. • • 
."' ·Massive development of school grading .sy~tems with th~1r de.pertdency 
on teacher-m~de ~~ts. 
test and measurement -movement -= scientific panidigm of· thought . witlr 
dependency on quantitative .dat~. \. 
-. 
\ "~· ·.. , . 
. . ~ ' 
• ' Ralph Tyler r · differentiated . ~etween I the coricepfs' of "ieaSJ.lCe~en~ 
and evaiV~tio~ Q 
+ ' 
I 
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OVERHEAD #2 
~ . '4 .Pro am Evalu.ation 




Russian Sputnik (1957) launched·. 
/' 
( 
. 'Na~i9~al Qefe.nse Act (1958) 




·_Federally ~unded Pt6g;ams have to be evaluated - .no one capab.lc 
of performmg the. task pr~perly . . ~ 
·- . ·--. 
• I 
Numerous models. of evaluation ·p~;9posed in the research · 
Process-Product Model 
~nd Criti~ism · 
\. Stake - Countenanc;e Model 
Stuffleboom Contcxt-lnp~t-· . 
.. ' 
Provus •- Discrepancy Model 
Scriven - Goal-Free Evaluation 
.. 






. ·, \...' 
~lusive. U~C of a_ scient~f~C paradigm .0~ th.ought W\~h '.its dependency 
eM quantitative data IS questwned a . , . ' ' · . · 
Shift to a naturalistic paradigm of thought which encourage~· the us·c o( 
-qualitative data· , 
.. 


























Prcfcfu.ction or models' ·cease and research considers , the character of the 
evaluatoi and the utility of the data collected ·· 
. ' ....... ' . 
Guba and Lincoln - The Resp~nsive Evaluator · 
Patton - Creative Evaluator 
the_ active-reactive .. adaptive evaluator \ 
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Oeveloptnen~ of _ student 
measurement movement 
~valuati~~d its connection to the lest and 
Restricted view of evaluation held by· educators (giving and receiving of 
grades) 
,. 
Cry . for accountability = 
made tests· 




Over time definitions• and theories of evaluation have changed but 
~actice has not 
Theory. and practice - <Jo. they $el? .. 
-
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~onclusjon 
Comments made by participants: 
Nega~ive- · 
-· Positjve -
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Takes part in small 
group work 




Communicates well wit h 
otl*rs 
Positive reaction to 
session \ . 
Displays changes in 
opin5ons or beliefs 
O£fers su~gestions1 fo . r
1ce improvement of ins~rv· 
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AGENDA 




" Acti"{ities · ~Related to the Idea of Putting Research 
FindiQgs into Practice .. 
. ..... _ ... 
~ Coffee 




Language Arts Session 
DiscussiOn of lnservlce Plan 
Coi11pletiop of Evaluation Forms 
















GOALS OF JHE SESSION 
to highlight, for participants, the necessity of utilizing the findings of 
evaluation research 
to develop a list of appropriate 1 evaluation strategies itt light of previous 
sessions 
to present the Department of -Educatioi)'S suggested "list of evaluation 
strategies 
to have participants evaluate the inservice as a whole 
f 
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. t . 
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. '· .. 
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R~EABCHINIOPRACDCEFORM 
Ideas/Strategies Presented 
in the Literature ... 
Strategy 
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for Why the Strategy is 
















EVALUATION STRATEGY FORM 
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Lisi of procedures used for diagnostic-formativ~;summative e~~luation presented 
in Evaluatirt~ Lan~ua·~e Arts Perform.ance in the Elementary School, the 









Teacher-Made Tests (Group 
and Individual) 
Stored Samples of Written 
Work Checklists 
Report Cards 
. Cumulative Records 
Intelligence Tests 
Standardized Achievement Tests 
Teacher/Peer/Self-Eva I ua tion 
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Small and Yrie ·Group Activities 
Comments: 
• 
_Did groups work'well together? 
Who were the leapers? 
Who were not participating? 
J 
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Did it appear as if participants were questioning theJr evaluation practices? 
I~ ' 
What possible causal factots did they record on the forms? 
. . / 
. ,. 
t ' 
What.: commen,ts ~ere ~made during .tpe discussion conceniing the 1 ist of 






' . ·, W,as" there any indication off cuanges in participants' attitudes and ~ideas 




Comments . made dur_ing the discussion about the content and delivery of the 
inservice. • · 
0 
' 
·Were the · final evaluation .for~s completed by the par~icipants without any 
difficulty? \ · 
Comments during the activity. 
·, 
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Ta\,<es part in small . 
group work 





Communivates well with 
othet;'S r 






·opinions or beliefs• 
·Offet;s suggestions for 
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.- WORKSHOP EV ALUATIQN, 
' .. ' In order to make improvements and revisions for any future inscrviccs, I 
would appreciate your c9mments on this one.' Please take a few minutes to 




1. Did the inseiVice meet y.our needs? 
'\) 




3. List three things which were most beneficial to you. \ . 
... 
4. List three things which were least beneficial to you . 
• 
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Please circle the app.ropriate response. 
Years of university training 
Program o( studies enrolled in 
Cou~es taken in testing and evaluation 
Present reaching certificate 
l}Qta~ number of years t~aching expe'Tienc;:e 
Number of years teaching grade four 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Grade Four Language Arts Tea.chers 
. . ... 




0 1 2 3 or more 
1 f' 3. 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. -"1 .. 




7 or more 
High S~hool 
7 
7 8 9 10 or more 
. 
7 8 or more 
,· 
On the following pages of the I questionnaire you will find listed numerous activities for ongoing student evaluatiob. 
Some you may use extensively; others you may no~ Please read each item carefully and "Place an X in the bdx 
representing the most appropriate response. Please _e that there are 3 separare columns ro which a response is 
needed~ A sincere thank you is t(ltended to all res ·ndents. Without yt?ur invaluable cooperation and contribution 
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Activity used for ongoing student 





Oral" presentation by student to the 
. whole class 
• 
Teacher-made observation checklist 
(Teacher writes out a list of student 
behaviors and records his/her 
observations of tbese behaviors) 
"Gr~mp Project 
' 
• Teacher-made cloze test 
(Eg. a selection in which every 5th 
or 7th word is replaced by a . blank 
and students are requested to fill 
in the blanks with words that fit 
\ 
semantically and syntactically) 
Test (end of term) 
1 · 
-.. ~.:;: . 
--· 
Frequency -of activity 
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Importance of activity 
in ongoing student 
evaluation 
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Importance of activity 
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~ "' . 
Acljvily. used (or ongoing student 
evaluation in the language arts area 
,::; 
Writing folder , · 
(C.pllection of student'.s "published" 
and explor-atory writing) 
f i 
Reading contract made with student 
(Student signs, an agreement with 
teacher to read a. book) • 
Commercial Workbooks 
(Flip FJops and Zoom Shots) 
... 
listening Activities using audiotapes 
Miscue Inventories- Oral reading 
. . 
tests . 
(Student reads aloud to thd 
teacher who rc:cqrds the studenl's 





Frequency of activity 


































Importance of' activity 
in ongoing student 
evaluation 
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Importance of activity 
in the assigning of 
final grade~ 
.., .., ._J 
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,t:ctivity used for ongoing student· 
evaJuation in the language arts area 
Student self-assessment checkl_ist , 
(Teacher ·and student compile ·a checklist 
to be used by the student to 
record developknent in particular 
areas) · 
Activities suggested in the Networks 
progr~m 
Teacher-made test on writing 
·conventions 
I 
Writing conference · 
(Teachers a~me- for interviews -
with individual students) ' 
\ I ' 
' - \ . \ 
Tea-cherlmade w~rksheets 
(Fill in the blank, multiple choice, 
short ansV(er type ,worksheets developed 
by teachers) · 
. ' 
Fre~uency of activity 
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Importance of activity 
in ongoing Student 
evaluation 
+> +> +> 
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Importance of activity 
in the assigning of 
final grades 
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1, Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the language arts area 
Anec~otjil records 
(Teacl:lei: records of factual descriptions 
of critical incidents that occur 
during a school term) 
Quiz 
(Teacher-made test on a block of 
content) 
I -
Audio-tapes used to record reading 
experiences of individual students · 
Student Profile ' . 
(Comprehensive collection of data .Pn 
individual students - tests. projects, 




' Teacher qu~stioning. . . (Oral and written quesuons gaven to 
students specifically to ascertain 
and emphasize level of listening~ 
• i' i?1~ >. ~. ~ . · .. -; 
u 
Frequency of activity 
being used for 
student evaluation 
' . ~ 
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Importance of activity 
in ongoing student 
evalu(\tion · 
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Importance of activity · 
in the assigning of 
final grades 
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Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the language arts area 
Teacher observation· during directed 
reading activities and free reading 
time -
Standar~!zed reading tes~ 
'-· 
Dramatizations of readings 
'" / 
-' ' · -
. . 
Frequency of activity 


















~ ImportanCe of activity 
in ongoing student 
evaluation 
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Importance of activiry 
in the assigning of 
final grades · · 
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Activities - Eirst Scale · 
' Activity used for ongoing student' ~ evaluation in. the language arts area 
' I 
. ' 
.... \ :· 
Spelling Test 
Oral presentation by student to the 
whole class 
Teacher-made observation checklist 
(Teacher writes out a list of ~tudent 
behaviors and records his/her 
· observatiOJ1S of these behaviors) 
I 
Group Project 
Teacher-made cloze test " 
(Eg. a-selection in which every 5th 
or 7th word · is replaced by a blank 
and students are requested to fill 
in the blanks with words that fit 
semantically and syntactically) 
Test (end of term) 
Writing folder · · 
(Collection of _student's ''published" 
a,nd explor~tory writing) _ ~ 
·:··· ' 
/. ' ... · 
. . /7 ---· 
Frequency of activity 
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6% 3.0% 55% 7% - 2~ 
31% 25% 31% 8% 4% 
9% 29% 52% 5% 5% 
11% 35% 37% 16% 1% 
24% 1~ ' 6% 54% . S% 








Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the language arts area 
Reading contract made with student , 
(Student signs an agreement with 
t teacher to re~~a book) 
Commercial ~orkbooks 
' (Flip Flops and Zoom Shots) / . 
.. 
Listening Activities using 
audiotapes 
Miscue Inventories - Oral reading 
tests 
(Student reads aloud to the 
teacher who records the student's 
miscues during p.resen~ation) 
~ 
Student self-assessment .checklist 
(Teacher and student compile a . 
checklist to be used 'by the student to 
record development in particular 
areas) · 
' '\ 
Activities suggested in the Networks 
program 0 




• :• : I ·. 
• 
Frequency of activity 
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1.!% 40% 14% 44% 
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Activity used for ongoing student 
ev.aluation in the language arts area 
...., 
Writing conference 
(Teachers arrange time for interviews 
with individual students) 
.. I 
Teacher-made worksheets · 
(Fill in the blank, multiple choice, . 
short an~wer type worksheets 
developed by teachers) · 
Anecdotal records 
(Teacher records of factual descriptions 
of critical incidents that occur 
du~ing a Schor · t~rm). 
Quiz I 
(Teacher-made test on a blo'ck of 
content) 
Audio-tapes used to record reading 
experiences of individual students 
Student Profile ot:D 
(Comprehensive collection of data on 
individual students - tests, proje~ts, 
reading inventories, etc.) 
Teacher ~uestioning 
(Oral an written questions given to 
students specificauy-t~iascertain · 











Frequency of activity 
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Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the language arts area 
.:. 
. 
Teacher observation d~ring directed 




' • Standardized: reading tests ~ 
-
) 





Frequency of actiyity 
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53% 4% 34% 5% 
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Activities - Second Scale 
• 
>. 
. Activi~ used fo~ 1.': student 





Ora\ presentation by student to the 




Teacher-made observation checklist 
("Peacher writes out a list of student . 
behaviors and records his/her 
-
observations of these behaviors) 
• 
Group Project ;, . 
' 
Teacher-made cloze test . 
(Eg. a selectio" in which every· 5th .. 
or 7th word is replaced ~t a blank 
and students are requeste to fill 
in the blanks with words that fit 
semariti'cally and sy_ntactically) · -
-
Test (end of term) 
-
Writing folder ·· . · . p 
(Collection of student's "published" 
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Importance of activity 
in ongoing student 
evaluation 
u u u 
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Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the langu~ge arts area 
I 
' Reading contract made with student 
(Student signs an ag.~eement with 
teacher to read a bc;~qk) 
Commercial Workbooks 
(Eiil2 FIQR~ and ZQQtn ShQlS) 
Listening Activities using .. 
audio-tapes 
. 
Miscue Inventories - Oral reading 
tests 
(Student reads aloud to the · 
teacher who records th~udent's 
miscues during presentation) 
' 
Student self-assessment checklist 
(Teacher and student compile a 
checklist to be used by the student to 
record development in particular 
areas) 
Activities suggested in the Networks 
program 
Teacher-made test on writing 






Importance of activity 
in ongoing student 
evaluation 
59% 25% 4% 
' 
25% 53% 18% 
' 
21% 58% 11% 
36% 52% 7%. 
55% 31% 3% 
. 3% 64% 31% 
. 
22% 54% 18% 
































Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the langu~ge arts area 
Writing conference . 
(Teachers arrange time for interviews 
with individual students) 
Teacher-made worksheets • • 
(Fill in the ·blank, multiple choice, 
short answer type worksheets developed 
by teachers) · 
-
Anecdotal records . 
(Teacher. records o'f factual descriptions 
of critical incidents that .occur 
during a. school t~rm) 
Quiz 
(Teacher-made test on a block· of 
content) 
. ' 
Audio-tapes used to record reading 
experiences of individual students 
Student Profile 
(Comgrehensive collection of data on 
.indi\'i ual students • tests, projects, 
reading inventories, etc.) 
Teacher 1!estioning 
(Oral an written questions given to 
students specifically to ascertain 
and emphasi'ze level of listening) 
.. 
J _;, ~. I ' 
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Importance of activity 
in ongoing Stl,ldent 
evaluation 
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Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the language atts area 
0 'T:eacher observation during directed 




Standardized reading tests 
Dramatizations of readings 
, 
.. . 
., .. , , 
··· .... : .. •, 
•' . 
lmportaoc'e of activity 
in ongoing student 
evalualion 
.... .... u 
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Activities - Scale Three 
Activity used for ongoing. student. 






Oral presentation by student to the 
whole cl~ss 
... 
Teacher-made observation· checklist 
( 
(Teacher writes out a list of student 
behaviors and records his/her obseJVations 
of these bphaviors) 
' 
Group Projec~ 
Teacher-made doze test 
(E~ a selectiqn in which every 5th · 
or th word is replaced by a blank 
and students are requested to fill 
in the blanks with words that fit 
semantically and syntactically) 
Test (end of term) 
Writing folder 
(Collection ·of student's "published" 
and exploratory writing) . 




lmportance of activity 
in the assigning of 
· final grades 
0 Ei e ~ ~ I ZH 1-1 
I lOr 42% 42% 
,/ 
.)%, 31% 58% 
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25% ,:59% . 9% 
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24% 33% 36%, 
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Activity used for ongoing . stt,Jdent 
evaluation in the lang~age arts area 
Reading contr:a}t made with student 
(Student. signs an agreement with · 
teacher to read ·a book) 
' Commercial Workbooks 
(Fii12 FIQI2~ ~nd ZQQm ShQl~) 




Miscue. Inventories - Oral. reading 
tests 
(Student reads aloud to the 
teacher who records the student's 
miscues during presentation) 
Student self-assessment checklist . 
(Teacher and student 'compile a checklist 
to be used by the student. to 
record dev.elopment in particular 
areas) . 
Activities suggested in the NetwQrks .. 
program . 
Teacher-made test on writing 
conventions 
.· 
Import~nce of activity 
in the assigning of 
final grades 
~ u ... 
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Activity .J,~sed for ongoing itudent 
evaluation in the language arts area 
Writing conference · 
(Teachers arrange time for interviews 
with individual students) · 
... 
Teacher-made worksheets .. 
(Fill in the blank, multiple choice, 
-short answer type worksheets developed 
by teachers) .- __... · 
"... •~or ~~ 
Anecdotal records ~ (Teacher records of factual descriptions 
of critical incidents that occur 




(Teaeher made test on a block of 
content) 
Audio-tapes used to record !"eading 
experie~ces of-individual students 
.r 
Student Profile 
(Comprehensive collection of data on 
individual students - tests, projects, 
reading inventories, etc.) 
.-
Teacher Judtioning · 
(Oral an written questions given to 
students specifically to ascertain 
and emphasize level of listening) 
-'· 
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Activity used for ongoing student 
evaluation in the language arts area 
" 
Teacher observation during directed 
reading activities and free reading 
time 
Standardized reading tests 
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87 Waterford Bridge Road· 





Enclosed you will find -the questionnaires we racently discus&ed over the 
telep~_pne. 
Respondents of " the questionnaires mus~ be grade four language . arts 
teachers. . Based on statistics dealing with. .the numbers of grade four 'itudents 
per scheol board,_ .I have attempted to omit any muJtigraded classrooms. · . If, 
hoYtever, I have :~nistakenly assigned a school m which a ·class is' composed 
of more th'an gra~e four stu.dents please, if possible, reassign the questionnaire 
.to-another teacher. · ' · 
· A list . of schools hi your district is enctosed_. Only . one questionnaire is 
assigned to· the majority of schools .listed .. -~e case ot more grade- four 
teachers than questionnaires to be administered, please alphabetize the 
surrtames pf ·the tea'thers ,and give t.he questionnaire to the teacher whose. 
name comes first. · · . · · 
. I"' 0 • • 
- I 'would greatly. app*e.ciate receiving completed .questionn~ir~s in .the 
return envelope providecl_by February 21,' or as. soon .af.tc'r· as possible. 
0 · ' 
.., \ 0 '" ' .,: • I 
If any problems· arise, please' contact me .collect at 722-7504. 
• 0 
. I wo.yld like to take this. opportunity to thank. you for .yo(u cooperation. 
The positive response received during the phone· calls to coor.<linators across 
'the province has been oveiWhelming. Any info'rmation-· sat_her~d 0 h he 
studY, wiU l?e ~.hared w~th you: : · . · _ · 
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